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The aim of this thesis was to investigate the thermodynamics and the kinetics of the stripping of 
palladium from a typical palladium organic. The thesis firstly characterizes the thermodynamic 
effects of temperature and strip acid normality on the stripping of pal1adium and secondly 
investigates the kinetics of the palladium stripping reaction by exploring the effect of impeller 
speed and type on the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient. which was the major focus of 
this thesis. 
The test work for this thesis was performed at the Anglo American Research Laboratories (ARC) 
in Johannesburg, South Africa. The test work was performed using a 115 scale pilot plant mixer-
settler that was designed and built according to the Anglo Platinum Precious Metals Refiners' 
(PMR) palladium stripping mixer-settler design drawings. All tests were performed using filtered 
aqueous feed from the PMR, but the palladium organic was prepared from its constituents to 
prevent degradation products or organic contamination that may be prevalent in the PMR solvent 
extraction circuits from influencing the test work results. 
Fifteen experiments were performed to characterize the palladium stripping reaction in terms of 
operating temperature and strip acid normality. Another six experiments were performed to 
generate an equilibrium isotherm under the optimum conditions for the hydrodynamic 
characterization experiments. 
In addition to the palladium stripping characterization experiments, hydrodynamic characterization 
experiments were done at various settings of impeller speed using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller 
and a Rushton turbine. The data from these experiments was used to evaluate hydrodynamics such 
as power input and power intensity, mixing and organic-aqueous dispersion. 
Palladium stripping rate was found to increase with temperature and strip acid normality. The 
stripping rate also increases with an increase in impeller speed and power intensity as is commonly 
found in solvent extraction literature. Experiments performed with a Rushton turbine, at equivalent 
power intensities (lower RPM) to that of a 4-bladed radial disc impeller, resulted in a 20% decrease 
in mixer vessel volume due to exeessive air entrainment because of vortexing. The overall 
volumetric mass transfer eoefficient was found to increase with an increase in impeller speed until 











The thesis concludes that the stripping of palladium is mass transfer limited over the entire range of 
power intensities investigated. Therefore stripping kinetics can be improved by increasing impeller 
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Chapter I Literature Review 
1 Literature Review 
This chapter presents a review and critique of the literature pertaining to the topics dealt with in 
this thesis. The chapter firstly presents a brief overview of the process of solvent extraction; the 
stripping of palladiwn from palladium loaded organic and then discusses mixer-settlers. An 
overview of mass transfer in liquid-liquid dispersions is given where after the chapter concludes 
with a review of dimensional analyses and hydrodynamic effects in mixer-settlers after which the 
scope and objectives of the thesis are presented 
1.1 Solvent Extraction 
1.1.1 Overview of Solvent Extraction 
Solvent extraction (SX) or liquid-liquid extraction involves the extraction of a constituent from an 
aqueous phase into an organic phase, and usually the subsequent stripping of this component back 
into a different aqueous phase in a purified and concentrated form (Fox. 1994). This unit process is 
used to either remove an impurity from a process stream or to remove the valuable component from 
the stream for further purification, leaving the impurities in the original aqueous phase. Scrubbing 
and stripping sections may be added to the circuit to enhance the performance of the unit process. 
Scrubbing stages removes the majority of co-extracted constituents and also buffers the extraction 
stages from the stripping stages by removing any entrained impurities and aqueous phase from the 
organic phase. Wash / reconditioning stages after the stripping section are usually installed to 
remove any acid from the organic phase and to recondition the organic before recycling it to the 
front end of the SX circuit. 
1.1.2 Solvent Extraction in the PGM Industry 
Solvent extraction is a technique that uses the phenomenon of distribution between two liquid 
phases to separate the components of a solution. Fifty years ago, solvent extraction was employed 
mainly as an analytical tool to separate elements with closely related chemical properties. The 
discovery and isolation of the lanthanide and actinide elements prOvided further momentwn for the 
development of SX technology (Nash, 1993). SX technology was pioneered during the Second 
World War (Manhattan Project) for the recovery of uranium from primary ores and this led to the 
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developments have taken place in a broad field of applications, from analytical chemistry to large 
scale industrial processes such as the pharmaceutical and base metal industries. Although one of 
the earliest examples of counter-current SX was the extraction of acetic acid over 100 years ago, 
the use of SX has only advanced significantly over the past 50 years (Cole, 1994). 
Today, SX is widely employed in a variety of industries for both upgrading and the purification of 
a suite of elements and chemicals. These include large copper plants treating up to 120 000 m3 of 
solution per day (Kennedy, 1999) and precious metals SX refining processes treating only a few 
liters per hour (Mooiman, 1993). 
Until fairly recently, the refining of precious metals relied heavily on the classical methods of 
precipitation and selective dissolution, which are extremely tedious and inefficient (Cole, 1994). 
These inefficiencies are mainly due to the substantial number of recycles required as well as the 
large number of solid-liquid separations and the associated residence times and pipeline of the 
circuits. High refining costs are inherent to these conventional processes (Edwards, 1975). 
However, in the past two decades, there have been significant advances in the processing of these 
elements and solvent extraction is now widely used as the primary separation technique (Sole, 
1999). Details of most of these commercial processes remain closely guarded secrets of the 
industry, but some outlines of the processes have been published (Flett, 1982), These include the 
organic extractants used for palladium (Sole, 1999): 
• Dioctylsulphide -Inco Precious Metals Refinery (Rimmer, 1989; Barnes, 1982) 
• Di-n-hexylsulphide - Lomho's Western Platinum Refinery (postulated) (Harris, 1993; 
Renner, 1985) 
• ~-hydroxyoxime - Anglo Platinum and Johnson Matthey (UK) (Mooiman, 1993) 
Another extractant that can be used is: 
• Dialkylsulphoxides (Preston and du Preez, 2002) 
Solvent extraction processes can be classified mainly in three categories (Mooiman, 1993): 
• Solvating extractants (long chain alcohols, ethers and TBP) 
• Anion-exchange extractants (long-chain alkylamines), and 
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1.1.2.1 Stripping I Reverse Extraction using Oximes 
Oximes are well established extractants for palladium and their use has been extensively studied 
and patented (Reavill and Charlesworth, 1980; Cleare et ai, 1979; Shanton and Grant, 1982). The 
oximes, which are selective for Pel, arc those of the a-hydroxyoxime, the hydroxyphenyl oxime and 
the alkoxyphenyl oxime type. Another reagent, 8-Hydroxyqwnoline, has also been studied 
extensively. These are similar and in some cases the same oximes that are used commercially for 
copper solvent extraction. The general chemical structures that will extract palladium are shown in 
Figure 1.1 below. 
11 ~ ~ R,-b- l -R3 -R J$I§J o A-OH 2 o ~_OHR2 ~)H N-OH R N 1 OH 1 
i 
a-Hydroxyoxime HydroxyphenyJ oxime Alkoxyphenyl oxime 8-Hydroxyquinoline 
Figure 1-1 Chemical structures of oxime reagents (Mooiman, 1993). 
The oximes, except for the latter, have a high selectivity for Pd and function like the dialkyl 
sulphides by a ligand substitution mechanism. The extraction kinetics, particularly for the 
hydroxyphenyl and alkoxyphenyl oximes are slow. The addition of amines may accelerate the 
extraction reaction and stripping can be done with high acid concentrations (Reavill and 
Charlesworth, 1980). 
Flett et a/ (1983) tabled the structures and properties of various chelating extractants such as P5100 
and LIX 65N as well as oxime derivatives such as Kelex 100 in their discussion on commercial 
solvent systems for inorganic proeesses. 
The reaction for the extraction of Pd from the aqueous HCI solution onto the oxime organic can be 
simplified as follows (Grant et ai, 1998): 
(Ll) 
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based on activities 
[[PdR 2 ]] 
[[PdCI 4 r- ] 
and by rearranging Equation 1.2 




Factors that influence the stripping reaction (thermodynamics) are therefore: 
• [PdCI 4 ] 2~ concentration 
• oxime concentration 
• Cl- concentration 
• H + concentration 
• temperature 
Renner (1985) highlighted that the rate of reaction is a function of the following parameters: 
• Mixing parameters 
• [PdCI 4 ] 2- concentration 
• oxime concentration 
• Cl concentration 
• H + concentration 
• temperature 





In the case of acid chelating extractants, the change in the acidity of the aqueous solution is 
responsible for the extraction or stripping of the metal ion. Increasing the pH of the solution thus 
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pH of the system allows for the distribution of the metal between the organic phase and the 
aqueous phase to be adjusted. 
For this type of system where the extraction of a metal ion is pH dependent, a set of pH versus 
extraction I stripping curves can be generated for the various elements present in the organic. These 
curves allow the determination of an optimum operating pH and the selectivity characteristics of 
the solvent system. The curves are generated by contacting known quantities of the solvent and 
feed solution and adjusting the pH of the system to certain values. The organic and aqueous can 
then be sampled and analyzed after reaching equilibrium. A mass balance over the system can be 
performed and the pH versus extraction curves generated. 
Repeating the above experiment at a different temperature will allow the effect of temperature on 
the system to be examined (Nagel, 1999). Temperature can have a considerable effect on the 
extraction and stripping properties of a solvent extraction system with respect to equilibrium, 
kinetics and metal separations. This is especially the case if high metal loadings are obtained in the 
solvent (Ritcey and Ashbrook, I 979b). 
1.1.2.1.2 Equilibrium Isotherms 
Before the stripping isotherms can be constructed. the organic needs to be loaded to a 
predetermined concentration of the metal ion. A stripping isotherm is generated by contacting 
organic and strip acid together at different O:A ratios at the optimal operating pH and temperature 
required (Bridges and Rosenbaum, 1962; Nagel, 1999). The pH of each contact must be adjusted to 
the desired pH and maintained there until the system reaches equilibrium. Samples of both phases 
are then analyzed and stripping equilibrium isotherms constructed. A McCabe-Thiele construction 
can then be plotted on the isotherm to determine the number of stripping stages required at a 
specific O:A ratio. 
1.1.2.1.3 Stripping Kinetics 
Knowledge about the reaction kinetics of a solvent extraction system IS important to ensure 
adequate reaction time and for the design of the mixers required for full scale operation. The sizing 
of the mixing vessel is directly influenced by the reaction kinetics of the solvent extraction system. 
The faster the kinetics, the smaller the mixer vessel has to be for a set organic and strip feed rate. 
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• One method involves the mixing of the two phases together at the chosen temperature and 
pH. Samples from the mixer vessel are drawn at regular intervals, phase separated and 
analyzed. 
• An alternative method is to contact different batches of the two phases for a variety of 
time intervals. 
• Another method is to mix the two phases in a small-scale mixer-settler. By varying the 
flow rates of the two phases, the residence time in the mixer vessel can be varied. The 
phases exiting the mixer vessel can then be sampled from the settler, analyzed and the 
extraction achieved plotted as a function of the contact time in the mixer vessel (Nagel, 
1999). This method also enables one to analyze settler phase disengagement and 
entrainment within the same experiment. 
In heterogeneous systems such as we have in solvent extraction, the rate of ex1raction of a metal 
will depend largely on the surface area of the dispersed phase. One should note that in a contactor 
one phase will be dispersed (dispersed phase) in the other (continuous phase) and this depends 
largely on the conditions initially present at the start of agitation of the phases. The surface area of 
the dispersed phase will depend on the amount of agitation: that is the energy input into the system. 
However, it should not be thought that the greater the agitation, the greater the rate of metal 
extraction. Too much energy input can result in the formation of stable or semi-stable emulsions. 
Furthermore, decreasing the droplet size of the dispersed phase can result in the making of droplets 
resembling rigid droplets. In this condition there is no internal movement within the droplets, no 
new surfaces are produced and the extractant within the droplet cannot get to the surface to react 
with metal ions. Consequently the reaction rate is slow (Ritcey and Ashbrook, I 979a). 
1.1.2.1.4 Chemical Rate Limiting vs. Mass Transfer Rate Limiting 
As with all processes, the slowest step is rate limiting, that is, it controls the overall rate of the 
reaction. Generally, metal extraction is governed by mass transfer and diffusion rates which for 
reactions involving chelates can vary over a considerable range (Ritcey and Ashbrook 1979a). 
This means that increased mixing intensity could increase the reaction rate, but up to a point where 
the chemical reaction may become rate limiting. 
From the previous sections it is clear that the extraction of palladium is done via coordination / 
chelation chemistry by the refineries highlighted in Section 1.1.2 and therefore warrants an 
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1.1.3 SubProcesses of Solvent Extraction 
Solvent extraction as a unit operation consists of at least two sub processes, which include 
extraction and stripping. The circuit may however have more sub processes depending on the 
nature of the extractability of the impurities or constituents and the nature of the organic used to do 
the separation. An additional scrub section may be incorporated in the overall layout to scavenge 
co-extracted constituents from the organic back into the scrub aqueous and prevent them from 
entering the stripping section. A wash or regeneration circuit could also be added to wash the 
organic in order to remove any entrained acid or constituents, which could result in organic 
degradation. The regeneration circuit may also be necessary to regenerate the organic before 
recycling back to the extraction stage. In general, SX circuits are operated in a counter-current 
manner with the aqueous and organic streams flowing in opposite directions to maximize the 
extraction and (or) stripping efficiencies. The following schematic shows the layout and process 





Scrub Wash/regen. Ir 
I Extraction circuit n-_~~~-_~~;~~~~~!~1 -J Stripping circuit -j,~~;~~~~~~~~;~~~tJ 
1 Loaded Scrubbed 1 Stripped 1 organic organIC organIC , 't' 
Raftinate Loaded Spent Washed 
strip liquor wash/regen. organic fo 
liquor recycle 
- - - .. Organic 
-----» Aqueous 
Figure 1-2 Generalized solvent-extraction circuit (Sole, 1999). 
1.1.3.1 Extraction 
The objective of the extraction circuit is to selectively load a chemical species (valuable element or 
impurity) without co-ex1racting appreciable amounts of unwanted species. This requires that an 
appropriate organic is chosen that is selective towards the species that needs to be extracted. This 
also necessitates that the feed preparation is done correctly to ensure that the elements are in the 
correct chemical form (species). Pre conditioned feed (correct redox potential, acid strength and 
metal concentrations) is contacted with stripped organic and the required species loaded onto the 
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leaves the extraction circuit as raffinate. The loaded organic is then forwarded to the scrubbing 
section. 
1.1.3.2 Scrubbing 
The loaded organic from the extraction circuit is counter currently contacted with scrub solution to 
scrub any weakly co-extracted species from the organic into the aqueous. This section also removes 
any entrained aqueous from the extraction section and acts as a buffer between the extraction and 
stripping circuits to minimize the deportment of impurities to the strip aqueous stream. The 
scrubbed organic then flows to the stripping section. 
1.1.3.3 Stripping 
The loaded organic from the extraction circuit (via scrub circuit) is counter currently contacted with 
strip solution to strip the valuable species from the organic. Invariably loaded species that were not 
scrubbed from the organic during the scrub stages might also be stripped from the organic during 
the strip stages. The co-stripped impurities need to be removed from the loaded strip liquor by 
further treatment. The stripped organic then flows to the wash section for further treatment. 
1.1.3.4 Washing 
The stripped organic, containing very low concentrations of the valuable metal, is then treated in 
the wash section. The stripped organic is counter currently contacted with water or wash solution 
for two reasons. The fIrst is to remove any entrained aqueous from the organic in order to prevent 
strong acid from entering the extraction circuit due to the recycling of the organic from the strip 
circuit back to the extraction circuit. The second reason for washing the organic is that the organic 
is susceptible to degradation when in contact with strong acid for extended periods of time and 
therefore needs to be washed to remove any entrained hydrochloric acid. The washed organic is 
then recycled back to the extraction stages. 
1.1.4 Overview of Solvent Extraction Equipment 
The most commonly used solvent extraction contactors in the metallurgieal industry are box-type 
mixer-settlers. These are relatively inexpensive devices and are simple to operate. Other contactors 
include pulsed columns, mechanically agitated columns and centrifugal contactors. To ensure that 
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it is necessary to provide adequate contact between the two phases. It is therefore necessary to be 
familiar with the chemical and physical properties of the extraction system, in order to be able to 
specify which contactor may be appropriate. Fox (1994) and Mooiman (1993) highlighted some 
factors, which influence the choice of contactor type. These are: 
• number of stages required for each section 
• volumetric throughput 
• kinetics of extraction I stripping (residence times required) 
• relative phase ratio 
• the need for pH control 
• corrosivity of the aqueous phase 
• available space 
• value of the product contained in the solution inventory 
• stage efficiency requirements 
• phase dispersion and disengagement rate. 
The choice of contactor type would also have to take the following into account: 
• capacity to handle crud 
• capacity to handle solids 
• ease of operability and adaptability to process changes such as concentrations and flow 
rates 
Each contactor type 'will be briefly discussed in the next section. 
1.1.4.1 Mixer-settlers 
Mixer-settlers are usually operated in a counter-current configuration. but are sometimes run in a 
co-current configuration particularly with extraction systems with slow kinetics. The contact 
between the organic and aqueous phases is discontinuous and takes place in discrete steps. 
Separation of the phases takes place between each of the steps (contacts) and each contact and 
separation is called a stage (Sole, 1999). 
The aqueous and organic phases are drawn into the mixing vessel from the adjacent units by a 
pumping impeller. In the mixing vessel, the two phases are mixed for sufficient time to allow mass 
transfer to take place. The use of a pumping impeller obviates the need for separate pumps for 
interstage solution transfer. The mixed phase then overflows into the settling vessel, where the two 
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the aqueous phase is removed via a barometric leg. The adjustable barometric leg allows the height 
of the interface in the settler to be varied (Fox, 1994). 
Mixer-settlers are usually preferred for systems in which there is poor phase disengagement and a 
considerable settling area is required. Stage efficiencies in this configuration are high. Interstage 
pH control. if necessary, in mixer-settlers is easier than in columns. Solvent extraction equipment 
vendors such as Krebs, Davy International and Outokumpu have developed several variations on 
this basic design. The trend is to use multiple mixers with two or more mixing vessels. which gives 
improved mass transfer per stage without over mixing since over mixing causes excessive organic 











Figure 1-3 Conventional mixer-settler unit (Fox, 1994). 
1.1.4.2 Column Contactors 
Unlike mixer-settlers, column contactors allow the contact of the two phases to be continuous over 
the all the stages. There are four main types of columns: 
• reciproeating-plate columns 
• pulsed columns 
• packed columns 
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The reciprocating columns consist of a stack of perforated plates and baffles, supported by a central 
reciprocating shaft, which is driven by an external mechanism above the column. The power input 
into the system can be varied by varying the amplitude and reciprocating speed of the reciprocating 
shaft. For these types of contactors, the light phase is introduced at the bottom of the column and 
the heavy phase at the top. Columns are usually operated with the organic as the dispersed phase to 
reduce organic inventory and also for safety reasons. 
Pulsed columns operate in exactly the same way as the reciprocating columns except for the 
agitation, which is provided by the reciprocating pulsation action of the solutions rather than the 
movement of column internals. A pulsed configuration designed by Bateman is illustrated in Figure 
1.4. 
H"""Y F-ein ____ Joi 
Figure 1-4 Bateman pulsed column (Fox, 1994). 
In packed columns there is no external mechanism to agitate the phases and mass transfer results 
from the turbulence created by the hydrophilic or hydrophobic packing. 
Stirred columns on the other hand make use of a central shaft with rotors to agitate the two phases 

















Figure 1-5 Typical stirred column (Grant et ai, 1998). 
12 
Colunms are very useful for processing low flow rates and for systems in which there is a tendency 
for emulsification. A large number of stages can be provided in a single column and columns take 
up very little floor space, but needs considerable headroom. Another advantage of columns is that 
the extraction and stripping processes occur in a closed system. This is especially valuable for toxic 
processes and processes requiring an inert atmosphere due to the possibility offrre (Sole, 1999). 
1.1.4.3 Centrifugal Contactors 
Centrifugal contactors usually involve the combination of a high-speed impeller and centrifugal 
separator in a single unit. Several different designs are available from manufacturers such as 
Robatel and Alva-Laval. The main advantages of these units are their fast kinetics and very low 
solution hold-up. This has distinct advantages for systems in which low organic inventories are 
required. They are not appropriate for systems in whieh long residence times are required or for 
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Figure 1-6 Robatel centrifugal contactor (Mooinlan, 1993). 
1.2 Mixer-settlers 
As indicated earlier, mixer-settlers are currently by far the most common type of solvent extraction 
equipment. The major mixer-settler manufacturers have all made modifications to the conventional 
mixer-settler design to improve mixing and settling, but these mixer-settlers still have the same 
basic features and fulfil the same basic function. Mixer-settlers are used not only in very large 
copper extraction plants, but also in relatively small precious metals SX plants such as the Anglo 
Platinum Precious Metals Refiners plant in Rustenburg, South Africa. Because of their common 
use in solvent extraction plants and because this thesis is based on work performed using a mixer-
settler, mixer-settlers will be discussed in greater depth in this section. A basic overview of mixer-
settlers will be given and differences between the most common mixer-settler types will be 
highlighted. 
1.2.1 Types of Mixer-settlers 
Solvent extraction (SX) has been used to extract metals for a long time. In the late 1960's, the 
popular and accepted Holmes & Narver pump mixer design was introduced to recover copper. 
With time, four other solvent extraction designs surfaced: Davy, Bateman, Outokumpu., and Krebs. 
The former aU have the same mixer-settler concept: one impeller in the first chamber or tank 
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mass transfer to take place, and a settling zone separates the aqueous from the organic phases. This 




Figure 1-7 A mixer-settler overflow schematic showing the pumper and auxiliary mixing stages, 
followed by a settler of a conventional SX-circuit (post, 2003). 
Another design is the dual impeller pumper, which has a pumper and a mixer impeller on the same 
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The optimal design has now migrated away from square boxes to cylindrical tanks, which are now 
used in all designs. 
1.2.2 Mixer-settler Design Variations 
Although most of the mixer-settlers discussed in the previous section are similar in general layout, 
each has its own characteristic variation from the conventional mixer-settler design. A few of the 
most obvious differences are stated for the mixer-settlers previously mentioned. These include: 
• Open conventional systems will entrain air from the surface. Outokumpu recognizes this 
problem and installs surface covers to eliminate the air induction. 
• The auxiliary stage must be designed to maintain the initial dispersion at a minimum of 
extra shear. Good mixing is important with high flow, to minimize short-circuiting and 
maximize contact time of the two phases. If the mixing isn't designed right, phase 
separation can already occur here and cause increased head requirements on the pumper, 
which will restrict the flow. Lightnin uses up-pumping axial hydrofoils for this purpose, 
while Outokumpu uses the Spirok and Krebs uses a pitched bladed turbine. These 
impellers are shown in Figure 1.9. 
Figure 1-9 Schematic of an axial hydrofoil, dual spiral impeller (similar to Spirok) and pitched 
blade turbine (post, 2003; Cole, 1994). 
1.2.3 Sub Processes in Mixer-settlers 
To be able to operate and design a solvent extraction mixer-settler plant it is essential to have 
knowledge of some of the sub processes, which take place inside the mixer vessel as well as the 
subsequent settler. The following section provides a brief overview of the important sub processes 
of hydrodynamics, liquid-liquid dispersion as well as phase separation. These sub processes are 
explored in more detail in Section 1.5, which focuses on the effects of the key "hydrodynamic" 
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1.2.3.1 Hydrodynamics 
Hydrodynamics refers to the flow of fluid in a mixer vessel and settler and is largely driven by the 
action of the impeller. Many types of impellers are used to produce shear and mixing in the mixing 
vessel of a mixer-settler. Most mixing is done by means of a rotary impeller and therefore three 
velocities exist within the liquids being mixed. These velocities are classified as radial (outward 
from the axis of rotation), longitudinal or axial (along the direction of the rotor shaft) and 
tangential. For successful mixing, both the radial and longitudinal velocities need to be optimized 
by the use of baffles or by the positioning or orientation of the impeller. 
To produce mixing, it is required to supply energy to the fluid by means of the rotation of an 
impeller. The rate at which the energy is supplied, not only depends on the type of agitator used 
and the speed at which it rotates, but also the physical properties of the fluid, shape of the vessel 
and baffles. To characterize the behaviour of any impeller, it is therefore necessary to take into 
consideration the complete environment in which it operates. 
The function of a rotating impeller is to produce movement of the fluid and eddy currents are 
produced as a result of this action. The established flow patterns influence key hydrodynamic 
parameters such as the organic-aqueous dispersion and the residence time distribution. The flow 
pattern created in mixers is governed by vessel characteristics, such as size, shape and baffles, and 
impeller properties such as shape, diameter, rotational speed, position off bottom, and liquid depth. 
Knowledge of the hydrodynamic aspects of a mixer's operation enables the designer to appreciate 
the various influences of the key variables mentioned above when not only designing a mixer-
settler, but also when scaling up from a pilot plant operation. 
In most mixer-settler applications very high impeller Reynolds numbers are obtained, indicating a 
fully turbulent flow regime. Turbulence in mixing vessels is normally treated at a "bulk level", 
through parameters such as the Reynolds number, impeller tip speed and power input. Turbulent 
conditions (and therefore improved mixing) occur at high Reynolds number values, and this is 
largely brought about by increases in the impeller speed. 
The impeller creates a dispersion of the organic and aqueous phases. The appropriate power level 
and impeller type create the proper head, flow, droplet dispersion and phase stability. If too little 
power is applied, phase disengagement takes place, greatly reducing the interfacial area available 
for mass transfer. If too much power is applied, surface splashing and air entrainment occur, 
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1.2.3.2 Organic - Aqueous Dispersion 
Dispersion in a mixer vessel refers to the ability of a mixer vessel to create an organic-aqueous 
dispersion that is conducive to mass transfer of valuable species between the two phases. In order 
for mass transfer to take place between the two phases, a large surface area needs to be created. 
Without this large surface area, the overall process would become mass transfer rate limiting. As 
the two phases enters the mixing vessel and accumulates in the low-pressure regions behind the 
rotating impeller blades, droplets are sheared off by the action of the impeller. It is this shearing 
action that is responsible for the creation of very small organic in aqueous droplets or aqueous in 
organic droplets depending on which phase is the continuous phase. Further droplet breakage 
occurs in the turbulent conditions in the impeller zone and droplets are dispersed into the mixing 
vessel by the bulk fluid flow caused by the pumping action of the impeller. In the bulk region of the 
vessel droplets may collide and coalesce, recirculate back to the impeller region, descend under 
gravity or rise to the top due to density differences. 
The organic-aqueous dispersion is the single most crucial parameter within a mixer-settler since it 
has the most profound influence on not only the distribution of the desired species between the 
organic and aqueous phases, but also the physical characteristics when it comes to the settler and 
the required phase disengagement therein. Without proper dispersion, inadequate contact between 
organic and aqueous phases results and therefore the efficiency of the solvent extraction process is 
dramatically reduced. 
Impeller speed is of vital importance to organic-aqueous dispersion. When the mixed phase enters 
the impeller region, it is the action of the impeller that controls organic-aqueous dispersion and the 
consequent droplet size. Increasing the impeller speed leads to smaller droplets, which improves 
the rate of solvent extraction mass transfer. It is well known that the geometry and scale of the 
vessel and impeller, agitation rate as well as the physical properties of the mixed phases, determine 
the breakage and coalescence rates and resulting drop size distributions. 
It is important to run the impeller at speeds above the lower critical speed to prevent phase 
disengagement to occur within the mixer vessel and therefore a change in phase hold-up ratio. This 
change in phase hold-up ratio may cause a continuous phase inversion. 
In applications where dispersion is required, turbines are most often used followed by propellers 
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1.2.3.3 Phase Disengagement 
The final process of solvent extraction within a mixer-settler is the separation of the two phases that 
were mixed in the mixer vessel. During this stage, the droplets created in the mixing vessel 
coalesce to form bigger drops and eventually separates into two phases. If the mixing by the 
impeller is too intense, very small droplets could be formed that could not coalesce fast enough 
under gravity in the residence time of the settler. In the extreme situation, a stable emulsion may 
even form, rendering the settler non operational and forcing the plant to shut down. There is 
therefore a fine balance between achieving a very good dispersion for maximum mass transfer and 
fast kinetics and creating a dispersion that is either very slow to settle or in the worst case a stable 
emulsion. 
Nagel (1999) highlighted that a settler is normally chosen (based on industry standards) which 
generates a dispersion band depth of approximately 10-15% of the settler depth and that the 
corresponding settling rate coefficient is calculated according to Equation 1.5 in m3j(m2.hr) 
(1.5) 
Charlesworth (1981) highlighted that the thickness of the dispersion band depends on a number of 
factors including the mixing conditions, the composition of the phases and the flow rates. 
Another issue related to dispersion is the concept of phase stability. Nienow (2004) indicated that 
two simple rules have been reported when it comes to phase stability: 
• If either phase is < 30% v/v it will be dispersed 
• If an agitator is started in a phase, it tends to be continuous. 
What must be noted though is that although an agitator may be started in one phase (rule 2), after 
some time rule 1 may take over leading to inversions due to coalescence. 
Reeve and Godfrey (2002) states that in mixer-settler applications a specific continuity is often 
preferred for reasons of lower entrainment in the coalesced phases leaving the settler. When the 
organic/aqueous flow ratio is high (80-90%) only organic continuous operation is possible. 
Conversely, at low flow ratios (20-40 %) only aqueous continuous operation can be achieved At 
intermediate ratios either continuity can be achieved. A decrease in rotational speed reduces the 
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Hydrodynamics, dispersion and coalescence are strongly influenced by the two key hydrodynamic 
variables of impeller speed and type. These two variables have an enormous effect on each of the 
sub processes occurring in a mixer~settler and subsequently on the stage efficiency, purity and 
throughput of a mixer-settler plant. The effect of these two important hydrodynamic variables on 
the solvent extraction process will be discussed further in Section 1.5 and represents the central 
focus on mass transfer of this thesis. 
1.3 Mass Transfer in Liquid-Liquid Dispersions 
Mass transfer is a very important aspect in solvent extraction systems and poor mass transfer of a 
desired species from one phase to another would have a detrimental effect on the overall 
performance even if the chemical reaction kinetics were rapid. The overall extraction rate is a 
function of the both the chemical reaction rate and the mass transfer rate. The slower of the two 
would determine the maximum rate. The system can therefore be either mass transfer rate limiting 
or chemical reaction rate limiting. The chemical reaction rate is a function of temperature and 
concentrations of species, organic and aqueous and is usually fixed by ex1ensive research 
programs. The aim is therefore to maximize the overall mass transfer rate, within limits, in order to 
minimize its effect on the overall extraction rate. 
1.3.1 Mass Transfer Theories 
A number of theories exit on mass transfer across liquid-liquid interfaces. These include the 
penetration theory, surface renewal theories and the two film theory (Perry and Green, 1999; 
Godfrey and Slater, 1994). 
1.3.1.1 Penetration Theory 
This theory proposes that as a freshly formed liquid surface (sphere) of one phase moves through 
the other phase, mass transfer decreases until it is mixed again at the next discontinuity. This theory 
allows for a random distribution of surface residence times. 
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1.3.1.2 Surface Renewal Theories 
These theories propose a mechanism of mass transfer involving the movement of eddies from the 
bulk of a fluid to the interface, followed by a short period at the interface during which time 
unsteady state molecular diffusion controlled by solute transfer takes place. Further eddies then 
arrive to displace fluid at the interface. 
Surface renewal theory gives the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient as: 
(1.7) 
1.3.1.3 Two Film Theory 
Whitman's two-film theory has long been used as a basis for measuring mass transfer coefficients 
and for designing equipment. If phase equilibrium has not been achieved and the reaction is fast 
compared with the rate of mass transfer, there would be two liquid films on either side of the 
interface between the phases which offer resistance to mass transfer. Thus, the reaction occurs as 
the solute diffuse through the films into the bulk of the other phase. This model assumes a steady 
state in which the local flux across each element of area is constant; i.e., there is no accumulation 
of the diffusing species within the film. 
In film theory, the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient is given by: 
(1.8) 
Penetration theory is more difficult to use than film theory when the reaction process is very 
complex. The predictions or correlations based on the film model are often nearly identical to 
predictions based on the penetration and surface renewal models. Thus, in view of its relative 
simplicity, the film model is normally preferred for purposes of discussion or calculation (Perry 
and Green, 1999) and wil1 be further discussed in the following section. 
1.3.2 Mass Transport Across Interfaces 
The following section explains the two film theory and its application to mass transport across a 
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the methodology which was used to calculate the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficients in 
this thesis. 
Mass transfer across an interface can be described in terms of a flux equation. 
(1.9) 
where kL is a mass transfer coefficient and ~C is the concentration difference (driving force) 
between the bulk solution and the interface. 









Figure 1-10 Illustration of the flux across a organic-aqueous interface (Nicol, 2004). 
The flux across the liquid-liquid interface under steady state conditions can be written as (Nicol, 
2004): 
(1.10) 
where k" k" are mass transfer coefficients in each phase, Cb,o is the concentration in the bulk 
organic phase, Cb,. is the concentration in the bulk aqueous phase, C.,o is the concentration in the 
organic phase at the interface and C.,. is the concentration in the aqueous phase at the interface. 
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where Dc is the distribution coefficient of the desired species between the two phases. If we assume 
that Cs,o »Cb,a, i.e. we start with no desired species in the aqueous phase, we can rearrange 




Equation 1 13 highlights the dependence of the overall mass trausfer coefficient on the aqueous 
phase mass transfer coefficient, organic phase mass transfer coefficient as well as the distribution 
coefficient of the desired species. 
The mass transfer rate equation for batch operation is as follows: 
(1.14) 
where KLa is the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient and Dc is the distribution coefficient. 
A similar approach can be followed for continuous operation. The mass transfer rate equation for 
continuous mixer-settler operation can be derived as follows: 
(l.15) 
Veff is an indication of the effective vessel volume, which is a function of macro-mixing and takes 
into account any dead zones. The overall mass trausfer coefficient KL is influenced by turbulent 
flow, the bulk flow shear and drop size. The interfacial area per unit volume parameter (a) is a 
function of the dispersion created and macro-mixing., which dictates phase hold-up and droplet 
sizes (Deglon, 2004). 
The overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) is a useful trausport characteristic and is 
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properties of the dispersion and on the equipment geometry and therefore the choice of impeller 
type is very important (Linek et ai, 2002). 
1.4 Dimensional Analysis 
Dimensional analysis is central to the hydrodynamic study of mixer-settlers and is used in both the 
design and scale-up of such systems. The basis of dimensional analysis is such that similar fluid 
motion for different fluids or geometrical conditions can be compared. 
An overview of dimensional analyses will be given in the following sections to clarify concepts 
that will be used later in Section 1.5. 
1.4.1 Overview of Dimensional Analysis 
One of the biggest problems faced when designing a plant based on laboratory scale results is the 
influence of variables on the scaled-up system. To circumvent this problem it is required to make 
use of a dimensional analyses technique, which will be discussed in this section. The basis of 
dimensional analysis is such that similar fluid motion for different fluids or geometrical conditions 
can be compared. This is possible if all variables describing a fluid system can be expressed in 
terms of the three fundamental units (mass, length and time). The number of variables in a mixing 
system can be restricted if only power requirements are considered. The remaining variables can be 
summarized into a number of main categories such as linear variables, fluid variables and dynamic 
variables (Rushton et ai, 1950a; Rushton et aI, 1950b). 
1.4.1.1 Linear Variables 
The main linear variables are listed in Table 1.1. 
Table 1-1 Linear variables. 
I Variablq== Meaning --I 
T Tank Diameter I 
~~~.--~-- --~-~~~ -~---.. ---~-~-~ 
D Impeller Diameter 
I--__ H __ -+-:-_~-:-c-L:-l-c-' q_ID-:-' d.,-Depth d 
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~~-
S Pitch of the Impeller 
r. Length ofImpeller Blade Width of Impeller Blade 
L-~ J Baflle Width 
B Number of Blades on Impeller 
R Number ofBaflles 
~~--~-
The variables in Table I.l are independent and systems can be designed where all the linear 
variables are a specific ratio of a dimension chosen as a reference. The dimensionless groups 
formed by the ratios of any of these variables to the reference dimension will have constant values. 
A system that is based on specific ratios to a reference dimension or dimensions is referred to as a 
geometrically similar system. 
1.4.1.2 Fluid Variables 
Table 1.2 summarizes the relevant fluid variables. 
Table 1-2 Fluid variables. 
I Variable Description 
I Porg Organic Liquid Density 
i Paq Aqueous Liquid Density 
I M-org 
Organic Liquid Viscosity 
I 
Aqueous Liquid Viscosity 
The variables such as average emulsion density and viscosity are functions of the variables listed 
above. Chemical concentrations for example, are taken into account by their effects on the 
variables summarized in Table 1.2. 
1.4.1.3 Dynamic Variables 
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Table 1-3 Dynamic variables. 
,--------,-_.. .. 
L Variable t Description -~.-.-.. -~ .. -- .--~--.. -~.-.-.-.-.---.-----
! N Impeller Speed 
L~P : Net Power~ Agitation po~y . 
G Gravitational Forces 
From the above tables of linear, fluid and dynamic variables, it is clear that power (P) is the only 
dependent variable and is a function of the other variables. 
1.4.2 Dimensionless Numbers 
A series of important dimensionless numbers can be formed with the variables mentioned in 
Section 1.4.1. These numbers can and are frequently used for thc designing and characterizing of 
mixing systems such as mixer-settlers. 
Table 1-4 Dimensionless groups used in characterising mixer-settler mixing systems. 
,. 
Dimensionless Group 
Power Number (Np) 
Froude Number (NFr) 
Impeller Reynolds 
Formula --J Physical Meaning 








Ratio of inertial to vis ;e;co~ 
forces I 
Combined flow rate to --l 
impeller pumping rate 
! Ratio of impeller head to tip 
speed 
Post (2003) indicates that only three dimensionless numbcrs are needed to distinguish SX pumpers. 
These are the power number, the flow number and the head number. Together the three 
dimensionless numbers describe two characteristic plots: power-flow and head-flow. These plots 
are determined by experimentation. The advantage of these dimensionless plots is that they are 
valid for all sizes of geometrically similar pumpers and can be used to design and scale-up solvent 
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The power number is well known in both the mineral and chemical engineering literature. The 
power number is considered to be an important scale-up criterion in the design of agitated vessels 
as it defines a critical ratio between the absorbed power and the theoretical power draw which 
should be independent of vessel size (Deglon et ai, 2000). A higher power number indicates a 
higher power input, which results in a higher shear rate and an increase in overall mass transfer 
rate. Impellers of similar design but different sizes will have equal power numbers under 
dynamically equal conditions. 
The Froude number is defined as the ratio between the centrifugal or inertial forces due to the 
pumping action of the impeller and the gravitational forces due to hydrostatic head in the agitated 
vessel. As a result, similar Froude numbers in different size vessels imply that hydrodynamic 
conditions between the two vessels are largely equivalent (Deglon et ai, 2000). The dimensionless 
Froude number is used to describe the extent to which vortexing occurs and is a measure of the 
ratio of inertial stress, which is the flow of momentum created by bulk fluid motion and 
gra\:ltational force per unit area acting on the fluid (Clemson University Website, 2004). The 
Froude number is used to correlate data at Reynolds numbers above 300 (Rushton et ai, 2000b). 
The Reynolds number is commonly used in fluid dynamics to determine the type of flow regime 
(whether laminar, turbulent or in transition between the two) in a pipe, where it is defined as R., = 
D.v.pJI-tL. In hydrodynamics, the impeller Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces, due to 
fluid flow, to the viscous forces. In agitated vessels, it is common to define the reference length as 
the impeller diameter and the reference velocity as revolutions per minute (of which tip speed is a 
function) 
For the Reynolds number, the mean viscosity can be calculated as follows for unbafiled vessels 
(perry 1999; Turnley 1970): 
= Jiaq (1 6 Ji org r/Jorg ]. d. 04 
JiM I + , 'f' aq > . 
¢aq \ Jiorg + Jiaq 
(1.16) 
= Ji org [1- 1. 5 Ji aq ¢ aq J . d. 0 4 
JiM , 'f'aq < . 
¢ org Ji org + Ji aq 
(1.l7) 
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PM = Porg ¢org + P aq ¢aq (1.18) 
A number of additional hydrodynamic parameters can be formed using the variables mentioned in 
Seetion 1.4.1. These variables are summarized in Table 1.5 
Table 1-5 Hydrodynamic properties. 
i--·· Property I Formula I 
~ ____ .. ~. __ .~ __ . ___ -+ ___ ~_J 
. Power Intensity (kW/m3) . PN I 
Lmpeller tip speed (Utip) (mls) nDN 
. Mean residence time V/Q I l Residence time distribution RTD function I 
The power input per unit volume, or power intensity, is believed to be one of the more important 
parameters due to its effect on metallurgical performance and mixer-settler operating costs. 
Impeller tip speed is an important scale-up parameter, as it affects the velocity at which fluid leaves 
the impeller, and therefore affects dispersion and emulsion circulation (Deglon et aI, 2000). The 
mean residence time and residence time distribution wilhin the mixing vessel has a huge effect the 
overall stage efficiency. 
1.5 Hydrodynamic Effects in Mixer-settler Mixers 
This section is not a comprehensive overview of hydrodynamics, but focuses on hydrodynamic 
effects of relevance to this study Le. the influence of impeller speed and type on mass transfer in a 
mixer-settler. The major sub processes occurring in mixer-settlers are hydrodynamics, organic-
aqueous dispersion and phase disengagement (cf Section 1.2.3). These sub processes all occur 
simultaneously in the mixing vessel and are strongly interdependent However, organic-aqueous 
dispersion and phase disengagement are primarily affected by vessel hydrodynamics as this 
provides a suitable environment for each of these sub processes to occur. If the mixer vessel and 
impeller dimensions are fixed then hydrodynamics is primarily affected by the impeller speed, 
which strongly influences the power input to the mixing vessel. The following sections present an 
overview of thc various hydrodynamic effects in mixer-settlers and the influence thereof on the 
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1.5.1 Power Input 
Power input is discussed in the following section under power intensity and power number. Power 
intensity is a function of impeller speed and type and is an indication of how much power is being 
put into the system. Power number is a function of impeller type and is an indication of how power 
is being put into the system. 
1.5.1.1 Power Intensity 
The power input to a mixer vessel defines the rate at which energy enters the vessel due to the 
action of the impeller. As the impeller turns it creates flow patterns within the vessel, where radial 
jets generated by the impeller strike the wall and separate into upper and lower wall jets, eventually 
dissipating the kinetic energy into heat. The power input reflects the rate at which energy is 
transferred to the fluid, which is the main driver for hydrodynamics in a mixing vessel. Power 
consumption is influenced as follows: 
• Power consumption increases with increasing impeller diameter. 
• Power consumption increases, with increasing impeller submergence. 
• Power consumption increases with increasing the impeller speed. 
• An increase in dispersion specific gravity results in a direct increase in power consumption. 
• Tank dimensions have no influence on the power consumption for a given impeller profile. 
The clearance (the distance between the bottom of the tank and the impeller), though, has a 
marked effect on power consumption. 
The power intensity (PN) is defined as how much power is put into a specified volume of fluid and 
is the driving force for hydrodynamics, mixing and dispersion. From the literature it is evident that 
it is difficult to measure some of the individual variables such as the interfacial area per unit 
volume (a) in order to formulate models and therefore most researchers correlate the power 
intensity directly to the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) via empirieal 
correlations. 
Linek et at (2002) highlighted that the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) can be 
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and 






Equation 1.21 can be applied to solvent extraction systems, but without the gas velocity term, as 
follows: 
(1.22) 
where C), C2 are constants. 
Moucha et al (2003) found the that the values of constant C1 ranged from 1.13xlO-
3 to 2.86xlO-4 
and that the values of C2 ranged from 0.88 to 1.25 when a Na2S04 solution was subjected to 
various multiple-impeller configurations. 
Equation l.22 shows that the higher the power input into the mixing vessel or power intensity, the 
higher the shear and therefore the higher the overall mass transfer rate when the constant C2 is 
greater than 1. 
Another useful parameter is the specific power input (&), also known as the rate of energy 
dissipation, which is similar to the power intensity. Specific power input can be expressed in terms 







Equation 1.23 shows that higher power intensities cause more turbulence which means better drop 
break-up and micro-mixing. Measurements of mean and fluctuating velocity can be carried out 
accurately by means of hot-wire, hot-film or Laser-Doppler anemometry. 
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p 
(1.24) 
Equation 1.24 highlights that the highest power intensity is in the impeller region which is relevant 
to droplet break-up as most break-up occurs in this region. 
Sandler and Luckiewicz (1987) indicated that the typical power intensity for emulsification I 
dispersion is in the order of 5 - 9 kW 1m3 . 
1.5.1.2 Power Numbers 
As discussed in Section 1.2.3, the power number defines a critical ratio between the absorbed 
power and the theoretical power draw which should be independent of vessel size for the same type 
of impeller. Different types of impellers generally have different power numbers and thus the 
power number is an indication of how the power is put into the vessel. 
High power number radial flow impellers such as the Rushton turbine establishes high shear and 
turbulence in the impeller zone, high turbulence in the bulk vessel and induces medium pumping. 
The Rushton turbine is therefore well suited for drop break-up, drop coalescence and both micro-
mixing and macro-mixing. These types of impellers give high overall mass transfer coefficients 
(KL) as well as high interfacial area per unit volume (a) and good effective volumes (V.ff) for mass 
transfer. A Rushton turbine is illustrated in Figure 1.11. 
Figure 1-11 Illustration ofa Rushton turbine (Post, 2003). 
Moderate power number axial flow impellers such as the marine propeller generate low shear in the 
impeller zone and low turbulence in the bulk vessel. These types of impellers produce high 
pumping rates and although they do not produce small droplets or give good overall mass transfer 
coefficients (KL) they are very good for bulk mixing. The interfacial area per unit volume (a) 
created by this type of impeller is also small due to low shear and low turbulence in the impeller 
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types of impellers is relatively poor. Axial flow impellers are better than radial flow impellers when 
high mixing intensity performance is required (Moucha et ai, 2003). A Lightnin AIIO propeller is 
illustrated in Figure 1.12. 
Figure 1-12 illustration ofa Lightnin AIIO propeller (Post, 2003). 
Low power number ultra high shear (UHS) impellers such as the spinning disc impeller establishes 
ultra high shear in the impeller zone, low turbulence in the bulk vessel and induces low pumping. 
The spinning disc impeller is therefore well suited for drop break-up, gives small droplets and low 
drop coalescence. These types of impellers give low overall mass transfer coefficients (KL) due to 
low bulk flow and induced turbulence. They do on the other hand produce very high interfacial 
area per unit volume (a). Due to low pumping the macro-mixing is low and because of low 
turbulence the micro-mixing is also low resulting in poor effective volumes (Velf) for mass transfer. 
Pacek et al (1999) found that low power number agitators of the high flow or ultra high shear type 
(Chemineer axial flow hydrofoil impeller - HE3, Chern Shear CS2 and CS4) produce much smaller 
drop sizes and narrower drop size distributions than "high shear", high power number agitators 
such as the standard Rushton turbine and the six-blade disc impeller at the same mean energy 
dissipation rates and do so more rapidly. The low power number impellers also achieve droplet size 
equilibrium more rapidly. Their findings highlighted that there are processing advantages to be 
gained for choosing a low Npimpeller when small drops of narrow size distributions are required. 
A Chemineer Chemshear impeller is illustrated in Fi gure 1.13. 
Figure 1-13 IUustration ofa Chemineer Chemsheer impeller (post, 2003). 
Moderate power number radial flow impellers, which are intermediate in characteristics, fall 
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so-called pump mixer. The function of this impeller is to firstly pump fluid into the mixing vessel 
due to centrifugal forces exerted by the impeller blades on the liquid below the impeller, creating 
radial fluid jets and secondly to supply enough mixing to disperse the organic and aqueous phases 
enough for good mass transfer to occur. A Holmes and Navier and a curve bladed pumper is 
illustrated in Figure 1.14. 
Figure 1-14 Illustration of a Holmes and Navier and a curve bladed pumper (post, 2003). 
In general, the high power number impellers such as the Rushton turbine gives the best overall 
volumetric mass transfer coefficients (KLa) due to the high overall mass transfer coefficients (KL), 
high interfacial area per unit volume (a) and effective volumes (Velf) for mass transfer achieved. A 
typical power number for a full-scale solvent extraction plant is 2.3 . 
1.5.2 Mixing 
Mixing in mixer-settlers can be classified as macro-mixing or micro-mixing. Macro-mixing is 
related to the bulk mixing of fluids within the mixing vessel and micro-mixing refers to the micro 
phenomena caused by turbulence. Both macro-mixing and micro-mixing and their influence on 
mass transfer will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
1.5.2.1 Macro-mixing 
Macro-mixing refers to the bulk fluid flow within the mixer vessel and primarily affects the 
effective volume available for mass transfer (VelT) as it ensures that all parts of the mixer vessel 
contains dispersed organic or aqueous. Improved macro-mixing generally increases mass transfer 
by increasing the effective volume available for mass transfer (Velf) and can lead to higher 
interfacial areas for mass transfer. 
Higher impeller speeds generally improve macro-mixing, especially for impellers with reasonable 
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impellers such as high speed spinning discs will not give good macro-mixing, even with increases 
in impel1er speed. 
1.5.2.2 Micro-mixing 
Micro-mixing affects the overall mass transfer coefficient (KL) and also affects the effective 
volume for mass transfer (Velf). However, micro-mixing can reduce the effective interfacial area 
per unit volume (a) because it can increase drop coalescence within the mixing vessel. Ultra high 
shear impellers, which create small droplets with little turbulence, produce lower overall mass 
transfer coefficients (KL) than Rushton turbines which create similar small droplets and high 
turbulence. 
In the characterization of turbulence it is clear from Equation 1.23 that the power, and therefore 
impeller speed, has a large effect on the fluctuating velocity and, therefore, on the efficiency of 
micro-mixing in the mixing vessel. Hence, the impeller speed affects the power input to a mixing 
vessel, which in turn affects the level of micro-mixing. 
1.5.3 Organic-Aqueous Dispersion 
As discussed in Section 1.2.3, organic-aqueous dispersion refers to the ability to disperse the two 
phases in a manner conducive to enable mass transfer to take place between the two phases. 
Dispersion can be divided into two sub processes which include drop breakage and drop 
coalescence. Both these two opposing processes have an influence on the interfacial area per unit 
volume (a). Drop break-up increases the resulting interfacial area per unit volume (a) and drop 
coalescence reduces the interfacial area per unit volume. The degree of dispersion also affects the 
effective volume available for mass transfer (Velf) 
Both the Rushton turbine type impellers and the spinning disc type impellers produce high 
interfacial area per unit volume (a), but the spinning disc creates less effective volume available for 
mass trausfer (Veff) than the Rushton turbine (i.e. macro-mixing is poorer). Based on this, the 
Rushton turbine should therefore facilitate better mass transfer. However, ultra high shear spinning 
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1.5.4 Scale-up 
Scale-up is not the focus of this study, but in order to scale-down the full scale plant mixer-settler 
to a pilot plant scale mixer-settler it is important to understand the key variables and parameters 
that are influenced by the different plant sizes. Scaling therefore needs to be discussed in some 
detail, for two major reasons. Firstly, hydrodynamics is central to the scale-up of mixer-settlers 
and, secondly, the main objective of the experimental rig used for generating the results for this 
thesis is to assist in scale-up. 
1.5.4.1 General Scale-up Criteria 
Two main criteria exist when changing the scale of equipment with the goal of obtaining the same 
mixing performance at the new scale. These are: 
• Geometric similarity should be preserved - dimensional ratios should be the same in the 
pilot plant unit as it is in the full-scale unit. 
• Dynamic similarity should be preserved -Reynolds numbers should be the same in the 
pilot plant unit as it is in the full-scale unit. 
Podg6rska and Baldyga (2001) investigated the variance in drop size distributions in different sized 
agitated tanks based on various scale-up criteria. The criteria and major findings are listed below. 
• Scale-up on equal power per unit volume (PlY) and geometrical similarity (Dn). The 
average circulation time (tc) increases on scale-up and larger drops are formed in larger 
scale systems due to domination of coalescence effects as a result of the increased 
residence time (t) in the bulk. An increase in DIT decreases the difference between the 
drop size in the impeller and the bulk zone. An increase in power input per unit volume 
increases the difference between the drop size between the impeller and bulk zone. 
• Scale-up on equal average circulation time ('to) and geometrical similarity (Dn). The 
power per unit volume increases with scale-up and much smaller drops in larger tanks are 
formed. The difference in the drop size between the impeller and the bulk zone increases 
when scaling- up. 
• Scale-up on equal power per unit volume (PlY). equal average circulation time (re) and no 
geometrical similarity (DIT). This results in a rather small increase in drop size when 
scaling up and a small difference in the drop size between the impeller and the bulk zone. 
• Scale-up on equal impeller tip speed (ND) and geometrical similarity (DIT). Scaling up 
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significant growth in drop size when scaling up due to the combined effects of increased 
circulation time ('tc) and decreased power per unit volume (PlY). 
Based on the above findings by Podgorska and Baldyga it is clear that considerable thought should 
go into the process of selecting a scale-up criteria to ensure that the required drop size obtained is 
not only conducive to mass transfer, but also large enough for coalescence to take place within the 
settler residence time. 
When scaling up or down, turbulence should be induced to entrain slow moving parts within faster 
moving parts. Turbulence is the highest near the impeller and liquid should be circulated through 
this region as much as possible. A vortex should be avoided because adjoining layers of circulating 
liquids travel at similar speed and entrainment does not take place - the liquids simply rotate 
around the impeller (Young, 200 I). 
1.5.4.1.1 Geometric Scale-up 
Geometric scale-up implies that the pilot plant and the full-scale operation should be geometrically 
similar, in other words, the one should look exactly the same as the other except for size. Sandler 
and Luckiewicz (1987) highlighted the following parameters to be considered when specifying 
agitators: 
• Impeller diameter 
• Impeller revolutions per minute 
• Impeller type 
• Vessel volume 
• Vessel geometry 
• Agitator location with reference to the vessel 
• Vessel internals baffles etc. 
1.5.4.1.2 Hydrodynamic Scale-up 
The starting point of hydrodynamic scale-up is geometrical scale-up. For hydrodynamic scale-up to 
apply, geometrical similarity between laboratory and full-scale mixer vessels should apply. 
Hydrodynamic scale-up takes gcometrical similarity further by attempting to reproduce the 
hydrodynamic conditions that exist within the laboratory mixing vessel in the industrial size 
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metallurgical result in a laboratory test, then those same conditions will produce the same 
metallurgical result in a full-scale mixer-settler. 
Hydrodynamic scale-up makes use of a number of dimensionless groups, The most important of 
these groups are the power number, the impeller Reynolds number and the Froude number as 
highlighted in Section l.4.2. Another criteria frequently being used when scaling up mixer-settlers 
is constant tip speed. 
It is clear then that hydrodynamic scale-up is largely based on ensuring that the ratio of actual to 
theoretical power consumption remains constant, that the ratio of inertial to gravitational forces are 
the same and also to ensure that the ratio of inertial to viscous forces are comparable on both pilot 
and full scale plant operations. 
1.6 Influence of Impeller Speed and Type on Overall Mass 
Transfer 
The following section highlights the influence of impeller speed and type on the overall mass 
transfer of species from one phase to another in liquid-liquid extraction. Both the impeller design 
and its rotational speed have an influence on the mixer-settler hydrodynamics and therefore the 
overall volumetric mass transfer coefficients. 
1.6.1 Impeller Speed 
An increase in impeller speed (N) results in an increase in impeller power (P) according to 
Equation 2.1 and therefore will also result in an increase in the power per unit volume (P/V). It is 
this power intensity or power per unit volume that causes turbulence within the mixer vessel. 
Higher power intensities result in higher turbulence and therefore better micro-mixing. The 
increase in micro-mixing results in an increase in the mass transfer coefficient (Kd. An increase in 
impeller speeds results in higher shear and turbulence in the impeller zone which results in an 
increase in drop break-up and an increase in the interfacial area per unit volume (a) and therefore 
the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (Kta). An increase in the impeller speed also 
increases macro-mixing, which improves the effective volume (Vcff) for mass transfer. 
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Different impellers have different shear, turbulence and pumping characteristics which affects the 
mass transfer of species between organic and aqueous phases. 
High power number radial flow impellers such as the Rushton turbine establishes high shear and 
turbulence in the impeller zone, high turbulence in the bulk vessel and induces medium pumping. It 
is therefore well suited for drop break-up, drop coalescence, both micro-mixing and macro-mixing 
and gives high mass transfer coefficients (KL) as well as high effective volumes (Veff) for mass 
transfer. This type of impeller can therefore give good overall volumetric mass transfer coefficients 
(KLa). 
Moderate power number axial flow impellers such as marine propellers generate low shear in the 
impeller zone and low turbulence in the bulk vesseL This type of impeller produces high pumping 
rates and does not give good mass transfer coefficients (K1). The interfacial area per unit volume 
(a) created by this type of impeller is also small due to low shear and low turbulence in the impeller 
zone as well as Jow turbulence in the bulk vessel. The mass transfer achievable with these types of 
impellers is relatively poor. 
Low power number ultra high shear (UHS) impellers such as the spinning disc impeller give low 
mass transfer coefficients (KL) due to low bulk flow and induced turbulence. They do on the other 
hand produce very high interfacial area per unit volume (a). Due to low pumping the macro-mixing 
is low and because of low turbulence the micro-mixing is also low resulting in poor effective 
volumes (V.lT) for mass transfer. UHS impellers can therefore give reasonably good overall 
volumetric mass transfer coefficients (KLa). 
Moderate power number radial flow impellers such as being used in the solvent extraction industry 
and PMR have intermediate characteristics between the Rushton turbine and the high speed 
spinning disc type impellers 
1.7 Scope of Thesis 
From the reviews presented in this chapter it should be clear that mixer-settler hydrodynamics, 
driven by the central hydrodynamic variables of impeller speed and type has profound effects on 
mixing in a mixer-settler. However, comparatively little work has been performed on quantifying 
the effcet of these variables in stripping of palladium from a typieal palladium organic. It is 
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input, as influenced by impeller speed and type, affects the kinetics of the palladium stripping 
reaction. 
The aim of this thesis is to categorize the effect of hydrochloric acid normality and temperature on 
the thermodynamics of the palladium stripping reaction and secondly to determine the effect of 
impeller speed and type on the kinetics of the stripping of palladium from a typically loaded 
palladium organic. The thesis explores the effects of impeller speed and type on hydrodynamics, 
palladium stripping rates and overall volumetric mass transfer coefficients. The study was carried 
out using a lI5-scale palladium mixer-settler pilot plant manufactured at the Anglo Platinum 
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2 Experimental 
This chapter presents details of the experimental program and equipment used for the study on 
palladium stripping kinetics and the mass transfer of palladium from a typical palladium loaded 
organic to the stripping acid. Section 2.1 describes the feed preparation, which includes organic 
make-up, palladium feed solution preparation, loaded palladium organic preparation and strip acid 
preparation. Section 2.2 deals with sample analyses and Section 2.3 covers the palladium stripping 
characterization experimental program, which includes the experimental design, equipment as well 
as the experimental set-up. Section 2.4 covers the influence of impeller speed and type on the 
hydrodynamics and therefore the mass transfer of the palladium stripping reaction. 
2.1 Feed Preparation 
In order to eliminate as much of the experimental variability associated with the feed variability, 
feed preparation was necessary to generate enough homogenous feed for the whole of the 
experimental program. The feed preparation done for the experimental program is discnssed in the 
following sections. 
2.1.1 Organic Make-up 
The palladium organic was made-up nsing the supplied constituents as being used by the Anglo 
Platinum PMR refinery. It was decided against the nse of previously made-up plant organie, since 
contamination and organic degradation would impact significantly on the results obtained. The 
palladium extractant was mixed together with the diluent and catalyst was added according to the 
standard PMR indnstrial procedures using the following method. The density of each of the 
constituents was determined using an Anton Paar DMA 5000 density meter. From the aequired 
densities, the required constituent volumes were converted to mass and the required mass of each 
of the constituents was weighed on a Sartorius Genius ME415S laboratory balance before being 
mixed together. A sample from the "fresh" bulk palladium organic was taken, loaded to its 
maximum capacity with copper and was analyzed for the palladium extractant to verifY it's 
concentration in the bulk organic. A Titralab 900 titration system was used for the analyses by 
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2.1.2 Pd Feed Solution Preparation 
The palladium feed solution as received from the PMR plant was filtered through Whatman 540 
filter paper in order to remove any post precipitated PGM and base metals. The filtered feed was 
sampled and analyzed in duplicate for PGM and base metals using a Spectro Ciros ICP. 
2.1.3 Loaded Palladium Organic Preparation 
To be able to do the stripping experiments, the "fresh" bulk organic had to be loaded with 
palladium to a predetermined concentration, thereby mimicking the extraction section of the PMR 
palladium solvent extraction plant The "fresh" bulk palladium organic was contacted with filtered 
palladium feed solution using a Heidolph R2020 overhead stirrer for two hours. This extended 
contact period may not have been necessary, but ensured extraction to the equilibrium. The organic 
and aqueous was phase separated using separation funnels and the organic phase was filtered 
through Whatman PS 1 filter paper to trap any entrained aqueous solution. The loaded organic was 
sampled and the sample stripped with 32% HCl using five contacts. The loaded strip acid was 
analyzed for palladium using a Spectro Ciros ICP and the result was used to calculate the palladium 
concentration in the bulk loaded organic by means of a mass balance. 
A second loaded organic sample was taken, prepared using glacial acetic acid and analyzed for 
palladium content using a Varian Vista-Pro ICP-OES. The palladium in the loaded organic 
analyses from the Varian ICP was compared to the mass balanced result from the Specto Ciros 
ICP. The concentration of Pd in the loaded organic was also determined by mass balance from the 
bulk palladium feed concentration and aqueous and organic volumes. 
The two palladium ICP analyses using the methods described above corresponded to within 9']'010 of 
the mass balance and therefore indicated a high degree of accuracy on the methods used and also 
both the aceuracy of the Spectro Ciros and Varian ICPs. This loaded organic containing 11.7 gil 
palladium forms the basis of all the subsequent experiments. 
2.1.4 Strip Acid Preparation 
Strip acids were prepared at five different Hel concentrations for all the subsequent experiments 
using Merck 32% HC} and ultra pure Wllter for dilution purposes. The required HC} concentrations 
were 4N, 4.5N, 5N, 5.5N as well as 6N. The concentrations of each of the acids were determined 
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strength and density. Table 2.1 summarizes the relationship between HCI concentration and 
density. 
Table 2-1 Acid normalitiy and corresponding density. 
[BCI] Density glcm3 I 
6N 1.09787 
i 
i S.SN 1.09006 
I 
SN 1.08215 
I 4.SN 1.07415 
4N 1.06606 
I 
The prepared strip acid normalities were checked using a Titralab 900 titration system by titrating 
with 3N NaOR 
2.2 Sample Analyses 
All samples taken during the test work were analyzed at the Anglo Platinum Research Centre's 
Process Research Laboratories using a variety of laboratory equipment The results obtained were 
verified by duplicate analyses and rigorous instrument calibration, diagnostics and drift standards. 
2.2.1 PGM and Base Metal Analyses 
All the PGM and base metal analyses were done using either the Specto Ciros ICP or the Varian 
Vista-Pro ICP-OES. Throughout the experimental program, the ICP diagnostics program was run 
to verifY that the instrument was operating correctly before each set of samples was analyzed. The 
ICP was also calibrated using eight standards (four PGM, one base metal, one amphoteric, one 
blank and one drift standard) before analyzing samples and a drift standard was read after every ten 
samples to detect any instrument drift 
All the samples were diluted with 3N HCI using a Microlab 500 series auto diluter before being 
subjected to ICP analyses. Scandium was used as the reference element since scandium is not 
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2.2.2 Density Analyses 
The density of samples was measured in triplieate using an Anton Paar DMA 5000 density meter 
which was calibrated against ultra pure water with a density of 0.99820 ± 0.00001 g/cm3 at 25°C. 
Both organic and aqueous samples were analyzed using the same instrument, but after every 
sample the instrument reading was checked with ultra pure water and if any drift was noted the 
instrument was rinsed with copious amounts of ethanol, ultra pure water and was dried by blowing 
air through the instrument before recalibration. 
2.2.3 Normality Analyses 
The normality of samples was analysed using a Titralab 900 titration system by titrating with 3N 
NaOH. All samples were analyzed in duplicate. 
2.2.4 Tracer Analyses 
All samples taken during the residence time distribution test work were subjected to a Varian Cary 
50 UV -vis spectrometer for concentration analyses. The wavelength used was 515 nm which 
corresponds well with the red dye (Moir's red food colourant) used for the concentration profiles. 
2.3 Palladium Stripping Characterization 
This section presents the experimental procedure and experiments done to determine the palladium 
stripping rate by varying two process variables, namely temperature and strip acid (HCI) 
concentration. It must be noted that other variables such as palladium concentration and palladium 
organic extractant concentration also influences the thermodynamics, but these fall outside the 
scope of this study and requires a more fundamental research effort. A set of optimal operating 
conditions based on the findings of this test work was used in subsequent test work to determine 
the influence of impeller speed and type on hydrodynamics and mass transfer coefficients. 
2.3.1 Experimental 
The purpose of this experimental program was to characterize the palladium stripping reaction rate 
in terms of different operating temperatures and stripping acid concentrations. Due to accelerated 
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40°C. The strip acid normality range was kept between 4.0 Nand 6.0 N based on plant experience. 
The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 2.2. 
Table 2-2 Experimental conditions. 
[He I] / T Temp 1 Temp 2 Temp 3 
N1 6N,3SoC 6N,2SoC 6N, lSoC 
N2 S.SN,3SoC S.SN,2SoC S.SN,lSoC 
N3 SN, 3SoC SN,2SoC SN, ISoC 
N4 4.SN, 3SoC 4.SN, 2SoC 4.SN,lSoC 
N5 4N,3SoC 4N, 2SoC 4N, lSoC 
The experimental setup consisted of a 60rnm x 60mm x 100mm Perspex mixing vessel (unit cell) 
inserted into a water bath. A Heidolph R2020 (0-1800 RPM) overhead stirrer fitted with a titanium 
4-bladed turbine was used to generate the liquid-liquid dispersion needed for the distribution of 
palladium species between the organic and aqueous phases. The experimental setup is illustrated in 
Figure 2.l. The water bath temperature was controlled by a Selecta Frigiterm water controller at the 
desired experimental temperature. The water temperature controller is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2-2 Selecta Frigiterm water controller. 
A scouting experiment was done with 6N HCI at 25°C to determine the reaction rate. This rate then 
dictated the sampling frequency to be used in the fIfteen experiments in order to get enough 
samples spread out over the reaction time under review. 
Depending on the temperature at which an experiment was to be performed, the Selecta Frigiterm 
water controller temperature was set higher than 15, 25 or 35°C to cater for heat losses to the 
environment. The water bath was run for at least an hour and the water temperature checked with a 
thermometer before the start of an experiment to verify that the water temperature was at steady 
state. 
The loaded organic as well as the strip acid were placed in another water bath to preheat both the 
loaded organic and aqueous feed to the desired experimental temperature. The Perspex mixing 
vessel was placed in the water bath and the 4-bladed turbine fitted to the overhead stirrer by 
aligning it to approximately 3nun from the bottom of the mixing vessel. The stirrer was started to 
check for alignment and switched off. The preheated organic (155m1) was then added to the mixing 
vessel and the agitator started and run at 100 RPM. After 10 minutes a thermometer was used to 
check that the organic was at the required experimental temperature before the agitator speed was 
adjusted to 1600 RPM, the strip acid (45rnl) was added and sampling commenced. 
Sampling of the dispersion in the mixing vessel was done at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 30-minute 
intervals. If the reaction was slow according to visual inspection of the strip acid colour, sample 
taking was extended to 40, 50 and even 60 minutes to complete the profiles. The samples (10 ml) 
were phase separated using phase separation funnels. The aqueous fractions were then filtered 
through Whatman 540 filter papers to remove any entrained organic. The filtered aqueous fraction 
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Equilibrium experiments were done by contacting different volumes of loaded organic with 6N 
strip acid in separation funnels for four hours using a Labcon shaker. The organic and aqueous 
phases were then phase separated and filtered through Whatman PS 1 and Whatman 540 filter paper 
respectively. The organic and aqueous fractions were then analyzed by ICP. 
2.4 Hydrodynamic Characterization 
This section presents the experimental procedure and experiments done to determine the influence 
of impeller speed and type on the hydrodynamics and therefore the overall palladium stripping rate. 
A set of operating conditions (6N Hel and 25°C) based on the findings of test work in Section 2.3 
was used throughout this test work program. 
2.4.1 Experimental 
The purpose of this experimental program was to determine the influence of different impeller 
speeds and types on the hydrodynamics as well as the stripping rate of palladium from a typically 
loaded palladium organic in a mixer·settler. The experiments were done at 25°C using 6N HCI as 
the stripping medium. These conditions were chosen based on the results and discussion in Section 
3.1.2. 
In Section 1.5.1.2 the three types of impellers (high Np Rushton turbine, moderate Np propeller and 
low Np spinning disc) were discussed to illustrate the extremes of expected behaviour for different 
impellers. Only the Rushton turbine and a 4·bladed radial disc impeller were selected for the 
experiments used in this study because of their common application in the solvent extraction and 
mixing industries. The Ruston turbine was selected because it gives high mass transfer coefficients 
(Kd as well as high interfacial area per unit volume (a) and the 4-bladed radial disc impeller was 
selected because it is a solvent extraction pump-mix standard which has intermediate 
characteristics between a Rushton turbine and a high speed spinning disc impeller as a result of the 
disc and the low height blade design. 
A propeller was not chosen as it is poor for dispersion generation and gives poor mass transfer 
coefficients. A high speed spinning disc was also not chosen because although it generates very 
high interfacial area per unit volume (a), it does not give a very high mass trausfer coefficient (Kr.) 
and more pertinently, the small droplets generated could result in coalescence problems in the 
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A 115 scale Perspex mixer-settler was manufactured based on the stripping mixer-settler design 
drawings from the operating plant. A 1/5 scale "PMR" 4-bladed radial disc impeller as well as a 6-
bladed Rushton turbine was also manufactured The 115 scale mixer-settler is illustrated in Figure 
2.3 and the Figure 2.4 illustrates the 1/5 scale "PMR" 4-bladed radial disc impeller as well as a 6-
bladed Rushton turbine. 
Figure 2-3 115 scale Perspex pilot plant mixer-settler. 
Figure 2-4 4-bladed radial disc impeller as well as a 6-bladed Rushton turbine. 
The feed rate of both the organic and aqueous phases to the pilot plant mixer-settler used for all the 
experiments was controlled using two Masterflex positive displacement pumps. The required flow 
rates were obtained using Masterflex modular controllers and the flow rates were calibrated using 
50ml and 100 mI volumetric flasks and monitoring the time required to fill them. The controllers 
were then fine tuned to give the required flow rates of loaded organic as well as strip acid. Figure 
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Figure 2-5 Masterflex metering pumps. 
Figure 2-6 Masterflex modular controllers. 
The power draw by the impeller motor cannot be used for the power intensity calculations since the 
it must be noted that the value of P is that exerted on the impeller shaft and not that of the motor 
driving the impeller due to motor inefficiencies. To be able to determine the power exerted on the 
shaft, a correlation between torque and RPM can be used. 
Power = 2 7r N Torque (2.1) 
The torque can be measured using a dynamometer and rotational speed usmg a tachometer 
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A Heidolph R2020 laboratory overhead stirrer was used for all the experiments and the stirrer was 
modified to enable the determination of torque exerted onto the impeller. This was done by 
removing the retort stand connection that comes standard with the stirrer. The stirrer was mounted 
onto a bearing enabling the stirrer to turn "freely" around the impeller shaft axis. A grooved disc 
was attached to the overhead stirrer and a string was attached to the disc and was inserted into the 
groove. The other end of the string was connected to a reference weight that was placed on a 
Sartorius balance. Any movement by the "free" running overhead stirrer could therefore be 
detected by noting the difference in the reading of the balance due to a decrease in the measured 
weight as a result of the overhead stirrer pulling on the string that is connected to the reference 
weight. From this weight difference the impeller torque could be calculated using Equation 2.1. 
Figure 2.7 illustrates the Heidolph R2020 overhead stirrer and Sartorius laboratory balance setup. 
Figure 2-7 Modified Heidolph R2020 overhead stirrer and Sartorius balance setup. 
The complete experimental setup highlighting the 115 scale mixer-settler, modified overhead 
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Figure 2-8 Experimental setup for hydrodynamic characterization experiments. 
All the experiments were done under equivalent conditions and these are tabled in Table 2.3 below. 
Table 2-3 Standard experimental conditions. 
Condition Value Units 
Organic flow rate 2.69 llhr 
Aqueous now rate 0.78 llhr 
Temperature 25 °C 
Strip Acid (HCI) 6 N 
The first set of experiments was done using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller and increasing the 
impeller rotational speed from 900 to 1300 RPM using increments of 100 RPM per individual 
experiment. This corresponds to an 11.1% increase in tip speed per experiment based on the tip 
speed at 900 RPM. The full scale plant impellers run at 200 RPM, which is equivalent to 1000 
RPM on the pilot plant. The experimental matrix is summarized in Table 2.4. 
Table 2-4 Experimental matrix for 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
I 
Experiment 4-bladed radial 







The second set of experiments was done using a Rushton turbine with the same dimensions as the 
scaled down 4-bladed radial disc impeller. The experimental rotational speeds were varied from 
790 to 1040 RPM to approximate the same power per unit volume as was obtained by the 4-bladed 
radial disc impeller. The required rotational speeds for the Rushton turbine was determined on the 
basis of adjusting the RPM, measuring the resulting torque exerted on the impeller shaft and 
calculating the resultant power per unit volume (plY). An iterative process was followed by 
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that of the corresponding 4-bladed radial disc impeller experiment. The experimental matrix is 
summarized in Table 2.5. 
Table 2-5 Experimental matrix for Rushton turbine. 




I 2 ~830 
3 ~910 
4 ~970 
5 ~ 1040 
Each experiment was run for 90 minutes (4x mean mixer vessel residence times) before a 20 mI 
sample of the dispersion was taken from the mixer vessel. This sample was phase separated using 
phase separation funnels. Each fraction was filtered through Whatman PS 1 and Whatman 540 filter 
paper respectively to remove any entrainment. The organic and aqueous fractions were then 
analyzed by ICP. 
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3 Results and Discussion 
The results presented in this chapter are derived from and are applicable to the experimental 
program outlined in chapter 2. Palladium stripping characterization results are presented in 
Sections 3.1 and hydrodynamic characterization and mass transfer results are presented in Section 
3.2. The data and calculations for this charter are attached in Appendix A and B. 
3.1 Palladium Stripping Characterization 
This section presents the data obtained from the palladium stripping characterization experiments 
as outlined in Section 2.3. The results of the stripping kinetics experiments and the palladium 
stripping isotherm are presented in Section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 respectively. The results for the fifteen 
batch palladium stripping characterization experiments are presented in Appendix A and are 
summarized in Figure 3.1. The palladium stripping equilibrium isotherm for 6N strip acid at 25°C 
is presented in Section 3.1.3 and a McCabe-Thiele construction at the same conditions is presented 
in Section 3.1.4. 
3.1.1 Stripping Kinetics Experiments 
Figure 3.1 is a graph of palladium concentration in the aqueous phase versus time and is based on 
the results obtained from contacting fifteen batches of loaded organic with strip acid at various 
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Figure 3-1 Strip acid concentration vs. time (O:A - 3.5: 1). 
• 35°C and 6N I-CI 
• 35°C and S.SN I-CI 
• 35°C and 5N I-CI 
• 35°C and 4.SN I-CI 
• 35°C and 4N I-CI 
• 25°C and 6N I-CI 
... 25°C and S.SN I-CI 
... 25°C and 5N I-CI 
... 2SoC and 4.SN I-CI 
... 25°C and 4N I-CI 
• 1SoC and 6N I-CI 
• 1SoC and S.SN I-CI 
• 1SoC and 5N I-CI 
• 1SoC and 4.SN I-CI 
• 1SoC and 4N I-CI 
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From Figure 3.1 it is evident that the palladium stripping rate increases as the temperature increases 
and also with an increase in strip acid concentration. The average plant stripping mixer vessel 
residence time is approximately 20 minutes at the 100l/hr strip acid flow rate (see vertical line) 
which highlights the requirement for a stripping rate that is sufficiently fast in order for the process 
to be done in the operating plant counter current mixer-settlers. The stripping rates of all the 
experiments done at 4N, the experiments done at 4,5N and low temperatures as well as the 
experiment done at 5N and 15°C are too slow to be implemented, since it would require additional 
mixer-settlers to achieve the required separations. 
From these results it is evident that the palladium stripping reaction rate is relatively fast at the 
higher temperatures and strip acid normalities. It must be noted that these reaction rates were done 
under conditions with no mass transfer limitations due to the 4-bladed turbine being run at 1600 
RPM. 
3.1.2 Stripping Isotberms 
Based on the observations in Section 3.1 .1 and taking into account organic degradation at high acid 
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between 5.5N and 6N HCI at temperatures above 25°C and not exceeding 40°C. Figure 3.2 
highlights the percentage stripping achievable at various temperatures and strip acid strengths 
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Figure 3-2 Percentage Pd extraction as a function of temperature and strip acid normality at 20 
minutes mixer vessel residence time. 
Again it should be noted that stripping with >5N HCI is adequate at temperatures above 25°C, but 
the percentage stripping achievable in a mixer-settler becomes very low at temperatures below 
25°C. 
From Figure 3.2 it is evident that the difference in extraction achievable with 6N HCI strip acid at 
25°C and 35°C is negligible. All the subsequent experiments were done with 6N HCI at 25°C due 
to the reactions being fast enough to ensure that the real system will be mass transfer limiting. It is 
also unnecessary to have high reaction rates at conditions which damage organic and are a safety 
hazard while the real system is mass transfer limiting. 
3.1.3 Stripping Equilibrium Isotherm (6N HC], 25°C) 
The next step in characterizing the palladium stripping reaction at 25°C and 6N strip acid normality 
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construction can be done to evaluate the required number of counter current palladium stripping 
mixer-settlers. The equilibrium experimental data are presented in Appendix A. Figure 3.3 
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Figure 3-3 Pd stripping equilibrium isotherm (25°C, 6N HC1). 
It should be noted that the distribution coefficient is not constant and the equilibrium line can be 
approximated by a function of the form : Y = a X b . The data was fitted using DataFit version 8.0 
software from Oakdale Engineering and the function is as follows: 
0.677 
Pdorg = O.0876Pdaq , (3.1) 
and Dc = [Pd]org / [Pd]aq where Dc varies between 0.027 and 0.081 
3.1.4 Stripping McCabe-Thiele Construction 
The equilibrium data as highlighted in Section 3.1.3 can be used to construct a McCabe-Thiele 
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under ideal conditions (100% stage efficiency) to strip palJadium from the loaded organic leaving 
very low concentrations in the final stripped organic. 
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 illustrates such McCabe-Thiele constructions highlighting the required 
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Figure 3-5 McCabe-Thiele construction at low concentrations (Ideal at 100% stage efficiency). 
From Figures 3.4 and 3.5 it is clear that the operating line and the equilibrium line are very close to 
each other below a palladium in organic concentration of 0.1 gil and this necessitates a large 
number of mixer-settlers to get to low concentrations within the organic phase. This problem can 
be alleviated by decreasing the O:A ratio to approximately 2.5: 1. By doing this, the residence time 
in the mixers would increase, allowing more time to reach stage equilibriwn, but the overall plant 
throughput would decrease and the need to further concentrate the strip acid by means of 
evaporation processes downstream would increase. 
3.2 Hydrodynamic Characterization 
The results presented in this section are derived from and are applicable to the experimental 
program outlined in Section 2.4. Section 3.2.1 covers power input and power intensity whilst 
mixing is covered in Section 3.2.2. Section 3.2.3 deals with mass transfer and the stripping of 
palladium as a function of impeller speed. The experimental data and calculations for this section 
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3.2.1 Power Input 
The first set of experiments was done using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller at various impeller 
rotational speeds. The impeller speeds was varied between 900 to 1300 RPM using increments of 
100 RPM per individual experiment. Figure 3.6 illustrates the tip speed and power intensity as a 
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Figure 3-6 Power intensity and tip speed as a fimction of impeller RPM. 
From Figure 3.6 it is clear that the power intensity of both the 4-bladed radial disc impeller and the 
Rushton turbine increases with an increase in impeller speed The Rushton turbine has a lower tip 
speed than the 4-bladed radial disc impeller at equivalent power intensities. It can be seen from 
Table 3.1 that the power per unit volume of the 4-bladed radial disc impeller at 1000 RPM is 
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Table 3-1 Power Input for the 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
f;.i.1 ~ Dispersion P:-! Power Density ~=  N(S·l) . D(m) (W) I (kg/m3) (kW/m3) i Np 
: 900 I 15.0 0.078 2.762 933.7 2.23 I 0.304 
I 
1000 16.7 0.078 3.376 933.7 2.72 I 0.271 
1100 18.3 I 0.078 4.558 933.7 3:68i 0.274 
1 1200 
_, 
20.0 0.078 5.525 933.7 4.57 I 0.256 
L 
I 
1300 21.7 0.078 7.581 933.7 6.94 I 0.277 I 
•. ~'---
Table 3-2 Power Input for the Rushton turbine. 
imp;! I I I Dispersion speed Power Density PN 
I (RPM) N (S'l) D(m) (W) (kg/m3) (kW/m3) I Np 
I 
~:::-
13.2 0.078 2.711 933.7 2.19 I 0.439 
I 
0.4n-13.8 0.078 3.346 I 933.7 I 2.70 I 
910 15.2 0.078 4.515 933.7 3.64 I 0.480 
I 
968 16.1 0.078 5.397 933.7 4.48 : 0.477 J 
1fo7S-r-------- --933-:-7'---
~. ___ ~ ____ . _____ J ___ ~ __ . ____ 
1049 17.5 7.513 6.87 I 0522 I 
..L.. 
From Table 3.2 it can be seen that the power numbers for the Rushton turbine are higher than that 
of the 4-bladed radial disc impeller due to the slower rotational speed. The power numbers are 
considerably lower than those in the literature, but these depend on the mixer vessel set-up. Since 
the impellers are used as pump-mix impellers on the operating plant, drawing organic and aqueous 
into the mixing vessel (such as a centrifugal pump) as well as mixing the two phases, the impellers 
are installed close to the bottom of the mixer vessels. Oldshue (1983) showed that the distance off 
bottom of the impeller has a significant influence in the calculated power number and "proximity 
factors" less than 0.5 apply when the impeller is very close to the bottom of the vessel due to the 
throttling of suction for the bottom half of the impeller. The power number for an impeller that is 
installed close to the bottom of a mixing vessel, such as in these mixer-setters can therefore be of 
an order of magnitude less than the same impeller installed one third from the bottom as is 
generally found in the literature. 
3.2.2 Mixing 
Before the main experiments could be commenced a set of experiments was done to determine 
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plant and also to detennine the effect of higher rotational speeds on the entrainment of air and 
therefore a reduction in effective mixer vessel volume. Three tests were done at 1000, 1100 and 
1300 RPM using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller. Moirs red food colourant that is only miscible in 
the aqueous phase was injected into the mixer vessel after a good organic and aqueous dispersion 
was obtained. Samples from the mixer-settler were taken at regular intervals and were submitted 
for UV-vis analyses. From the UV-vis analyses concentration of the colourant versus time was 
plotted and the residence time distribution and mean residence time calculated at each of the 
different impeller rotational speeds. The relative food colourant concentration profiles using the 4-
bladed radial disc impeller are illustrated in Figure 3.7. The lower concentration profile obtained at 
the impeller speed of 1300 RPM is due to a decrease in the effective mixing vessel volume as a 



















- 1300 RPM 
Figure 3-7 Tracer concentration profJ.les using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
The concentration profiles in Figure 3.7 are comparable to that of an ideally mixed CSTR 
indicating well mixed conditions and good macro-mixing. The Residence time distribution 
functions can be seen in appendix B and the mean residence times are highlighted in Table 3.3. It 
should be noted that that at 1300 RPM the strip acid mean residence time is approximately 20% 
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3.2.3 Mass Transfer 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the equilibrium palladium concentrations in the organic phase at different 
impeller speeds using a 4-bladed radial disc impeller and a Rushton turbine. The organic 
concentration decreases with an increase in impeller speed up to a certain point where air 
entrainment starts to playa roll as a result of vortex formation when the radial disc is used. It is at 
this point where a sudden drop in the effeetive mixing vessel volume results in a lower mean 
residence time and RTD and therefore decreases the efficiency of the mixer vessel resulting in a 
lower mass transfer of palladium from the organic phases to the aqueous phase. The organic 
concentration decreases with an increase in impeller speed when the Rushton turbine is used 
although high air entrainment and vortexing is experienced throughout the RPM range under 
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Figure 3-8 Pd in the organic phase as a function of impeller speed. 
3.2.4 Overall Volumetric Mass Transfer Coefficient (KLa) 
To determine the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa), Equation 1.15 should be used 
for the continuous mixer-settler system. 
Q . C = KLG (C - D . C ) Viff aq aq oul org out c aq oul e 
The distribution coefficient (Dc) to be used in the above equation was obtained from the 
equilibrium isotherm as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (cf. Section 3.1 .3). 



















y = 0.0066x' · 
R' = 0.9461 
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Figure 3-9 Volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) as a function of power intensity (PN) . 
The conclusions that can be drawn from Figure 3.9 with regard to impeller speed and type are as 
follows: 
Impeller type - No real difference exists between the Rushton turbine and the 4-bladed radial disc 
impeller with regard to the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient at equivalent power 
intensities. 
Impeller speed - The power intensity has an overriding effect on the overall volumetric mass 
transfer coefficient since there is a clear increase in KLa with an increase in impeller speed. Since 
the value of KLa is the product of KL and a, the only way to assess the impact of each of the two 
parameters on the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficients for the Rushton turbine and the 4-
bladed radial disc impeller is to measure the drop sizes, but this was not done as part of this study. 
The relationship between the volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa) and the power intensity 
(PN) can be approximated by a function of the form: Y = a X b . The data was fitted using 
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For the 4-bladed radial disc impeller: 
(3.2) 
and for the Rushton turbine: 
R2= 0.992 (3.2) 
Although the R2 value is not very close to unity for both the impeller types, the power of 1.1 and 
1.3 in the KLa equation corresponds well to the values reported by Moucha et af (2003), which lie 
between 0.88 and 1.25. 
The trends in Figure 3.9 show that, at standard operating conditions (25°C, 6N HCI), the palladium 
stripping reaction is mass transfer limited over the full range of power intensities, some of which 
are higher than used in industry. This suggests that the stripping of palladium by solvent extraction 
as used in industry is mass transfer limited and can be improved by higher power intensities by 
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4 Conclusions 
The objective of this thesis was to perfonn an investigation into the effect of hydrodynamic 
parameters, driven by the central hydrodynamic variables of impeller speed and type, on the 
stripping of palladium from a typical loaded palladium organic. The conclusions regarding the 
findings of this thesis are presented in this chapter. They refer to results obtained from the 1/5 scale 
palladium mixer-settler pilot plant test work at the Anglo Platinum Research Laboratories (ARC). 
The conclusions presented here are broken down into stripping characterization and hydrodynamic 
characterization conclusions in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 
4.1 Stripping Characterization 
The results for the palladium stripping characteri7.ation section of the study were obtained through 
an experimental test work program and the subsequent assay, mass balancing and regression 
analyses of the data. The results were used to plot a number of relationships. The following 
conclusions were drawn based on these results. 
Palladium stripping characterization 
• The stripping rate of palladium from the typical palladium loaded organic increases with an 
increase in temperature from 15°C to 35°C. 
• The stripping rate of palladium from the typical palladium loaded organic increases with an 
increase in strip acid concentration from 4N HCl to 6N HCl. 
• The palladium stripping reaction is relatively fast and approaches equilibrium within 20 
minutes when 5.5N or 6N strip acid is used at temperatures above 25°C 
• 93.5% stripping in a single stage can be obtained with 6N HCI at 25°C, but this value drops 
to 60.1)010 with 4N HCI at 25°C. 
• The palladium stripping isothenn with 6N HCI and 25°C can be approximated by the 
following equation: Pdorg O.0876Pda/
617 
with and average distribution coefficient 
equal to 0.033. 
4.2 Hydrodynamic Characterization 
The results for the hydrodynamic characterization section of the study were obtained through a 
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calculations based on experimental variables (power numbers and overall volumetric mass transfer 
coefficients). These results were interpreted, where possible, with reference to the major 
hydrodynamic variables of impel1er speed and type. 
Power intensity 
Mixing 
• Power intensities ranged from 2.2 kW/m3 to 6.9 kW/m3 at impeller rotational speeds of 
900 RPM to 1300 RPM for a 4-bladed radial disc impeller and 791 RPM and 1049 
RPM for a Rushton turbine. 
• Power intensities increased with increasing impeller speed for both the Rushton turbine 
and the 4-bladed radial disk impeller. 
• Residence time distribution (RTD) tests were performed on the 115 scale mixer-settler 
using the 4-bladed radial disc impeller at various impeller speeds. The mean residence 
time for impeller speeds at 1000 RPM and 1100 RPM is around 22 minutes, but drops 
to 18 minutes at l300 RPM due to air entrainment as a result of vortex formation. 
• All tests conducted with the Rushton turbine at equivalent power intensities as the 4-
bladed radial disc impeller resulted in excessive air entrainment of up to 20% of the 
mixer vessel volume. 
• The mean residence time of 22 minutes compares well with the operating plant mean 
residence time. 
• Although mixing was not explicitly characterized the ranges of power intensities, 
impeller rotational speeds and lack of phase separation in the mixer vessel indicated 
that the mixing vessel was well mixed, both in terms of macro and micro-mixing. 
Mass transfer 
• Palladium stripping from the loaded organic increased with an increase in impeller speed 
up to about 1200 RPM with the 4-bladed radial disc impeller, where after air entrainment 
resulted in the stripping becoming worse mainly due to a decrease in mean residence time. 
• Palladium stripping, using a Rushton turbine, from the loaded organic increased with an 
increase in impeller speed up to 1300 RPM notwithstanding excessive air entrainment and 
surging action of the effective mixer vessel volume. 
• The overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient (KLa), using a 4-bladed radial disc 
impeller and Rushton turbine, was found to be between 0.013 S-l and 0.035 S·1 at the 
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• The overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient increased with an increase in impeller 
speed and power intensity, but decreased again as soon as air was entrained due to vortex 
formation in the case of the 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
In general, the results tend to follow the types of trends observed in the solvent extraction literature. 
This includes an increase in palladium stripping rate due to an increase in temperature and strip 
acid normality. An increase in impeller speed also has a positive effect on the overall stripping rate 
based on the increase in the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient. 
Based on all of the above conclusions it should be concluded that the PMR palladium mixer-settler 
stripping impellers should be run at higher impeller speeds utilizing the higher overall volumetric 
mass transfer coefficients obtainable and thereby allowing increased throughput and stage 
efficiencies. This said it should be born in mind that there might be phase disengagement 
limitations in the settlers as a result of the enhanced mixing although this was not evident during 
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Appendix A 72 
Strip acid palladium concentration (ppm) vs. time. 
Time (min) 35°C and 6N HCI 35"C and 5.5N HCI 35"C and 5N HCI 35"C and 4.5N HCI 35°C and 4N HCI 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 32760 26360 16590 8070 2545 
2 37230 32650 23070 12870 4973 
3 38260 36040 27170 16520 6860 
4 38260 36729 30130 19300 9191 
5 39420 37709 31870 20850 10701 
10 38860 38600 35570 27830 16761 
30 40540 38780 38410 34760 27341 




Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula 
Y=a'XI(b+X) Y=a*XI(b+X) Y=a*XI(bi-X) Y=a*XI(b+X) Y-a*XI(b+X) 
R2 
0.99845 0.9966699 0.999403 0.99943 0.9994801 
a 
40688.20583 40658.83254 40612.0943 39542.73238 40510.8853!l 
b 
0.224204 0.489637234 1.454455667 4.213411002 14.1857692S 
Time (min) Formula !l.enerate Formula generated Formula generate Formula generated Formula generated 
0 0 0 0 0 a 
1 33236 27294 16546 7585 2t)6IJ 
2 36587 32662 23513 12728 5000 
3 37859 34954 27352 16446 7072 
4 38529 36225 29783 19258 891C 
5 38942 37032 31461 21459 1055a 
10 39796 38761 35455 27821 1675C 
20 40237 39687 37859 32662 23700 
30 40386 40006 38734 34673 27500 
40 35774 2990e 
50 3155a 
Time Imin) ZS"C and 6N HCI 25"C and 5.5N HCI zSoC and 5N HCI zsoC and 4.5N HCI ZSOC and 4N Hel 
0 0 0 0 0 C 
1 17595.4 13614.3 7956.34 2709.43 1~ 2 27635.4 21874.3 14265.92 5359.05 2239. 
C--' 
3 32055.4 27744.3 18316.34 8504.3 3315,00 
4 35545.4 30144.3 21696.34 10674.3 4249.00 
C---" 
5 36508.6 32304.3 24536.34 12160.5 5159.00 
10 38303.8 36674.3 31375.92 20964.3 9830.E 
30 39365.4 38444.3 36046.34 28944.3 19054. 
40 30890.5 21314. 
50 23244. 
60 
Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula 
x/(a+b*x+c*sqr(X»+ Y-a*XI(b+X) Y=a*XI(bi-X) Y-a*XI(b+X) Y=a'XI(b+X) 
0.999 0,998825 0.99657 0.99497 O.~ 
5.40454.E-05 40784.06596 41399.46825 39465.15855 36909.28683 
2.88484.E -05 1.366798072 3.665688786 10.58561481 28.96020519 
Time (min) Formula !l.enerate Formula aenerated Formula !l.enerate Formula aenerated Formula generated 
0 0 0 0 0 C 
1 18011 17232 8873 3406 1232 
2 27387 24227 14614 6271 ~ 
3 32201 28019 18832 8715 346E 
4 34886 30397 21602 10823 4479 
5 36491 32029 23887 12661 5434 
10 39136 35880 30294 19171 9474 
20 39603 38175 34987 25806 15077 
30 39612 39007 36892 29172 18780 
40 31207 21409 
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IIime(min} 15"(; and 6N Hel 15"C and 5.5N Hel 15·C and 5N Hel 15"C and 4.5N Hel 15"(; and 4N Hel 
I 0 0 0 0 0 
.. -~ 
C-
1 6975 4566 2160 810 
2 14505 9527 4640 1768 763 
3 20175 14252 7055 2969 =-rrOO 
4 25015 18357 10155 4107 1571 r--
5 26765 20767 12185 5148 2057 
10 33925 29637 19455 9420 
.. ~
30 37759 35752 30337 18900 9720 




Formula Best Fit Formula Best Fit Formula Formula ; Best Fit Formula 
X) V-a*XI(b+X) IV -a*XI(b+X) Y-a*XI(b+X) 
0.985828 0.98977 0.996203 0.999275 0.99977 
42653.81248 42674.02903 43725.24319 42677.98224 42164A2?38 ._-
3.317196152 5.61668446 13.55797661 37.11376731 98.28907465 
Time Imin} Formula Qenerate Formula Qenemted Formula Qenerate Formula aenerated Formula Qenerated 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
t-- 1 9880 6449 3004 1120 425 
2 16044 11205 5621 2182 841 
3 20256 14857 7922 3192 1249 
4 23317 17750 9961 4152 1649 
5 25642 20098 11781 5067 2041 
10 32029 27326 18561 9058 3894 
20 
=iF 
33317 26060 14945 7129 
30 35944 30115 19077 986C 
t----
40 37420 32656 22138 12196 
50 24496 14217 
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Palladium extraction after 20 minutes at different temperatures. 
" ... Pd extraction at 1S"C % Pd extraction at 25"C % Pd extraction at 3SOC 
Nonnalitv Ippm In Aqueous Extraction Ippm in Aqueous %Extr m in Aqueous % Extraction 
6 36586 86% 39603 93% 40237 95% 
5.5 33317 79% 38175 90% 39687 94% 
5 26000 62% 34987 83% 37859 89% 
4.5 14945 35% 25806 61% 32662 77% 
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Equilibrium isotherm at 25°C and 6N RCI. 
Organic ~(!(!ed with 9N HCI on 10ml to 50 ml r~tio {2 x 25m1 HCL contactsl EXCEPTP1 is to 75 ml 
Pd Real Pd Recalc to oraanie 
D60RG 10x 0.18 1.85 9 (10:50) 
D60RG 10x Hl6 16.55 83 (10:50) 
~()RG 10x 5.82 58.24 291 (10:50) 
D30RG lOx 96.90 484 (10:50) 
D2 ORG 10x ! 154.43 TT2 10:50) D1 ORG 10x 13.63 136.28 1022 (10:75) 
Neat AQueous Recale to AQUeous ofl 
0.2 
D6AO l000x .().39 -390.22 1.0 
.. -
D6AO 100x 1.28 127.97 5.9 
D6AO lOx 17.50 174.97 12.2 
D5AO l000x 0.61 612.13 24.9 
D5AO 100x 10.24 1023.77 37.9 
D6AO 10x 101.56 1015.64 
D4 AO 1000x 5.67 5671.48 
D4AO 100x 58.98 5898.08 
D4AO tOx 535.90 5358.98 
D3AO 1000x 12.24 12244.85 
D3AO l00x 121.81 12180.70 
D3AO lOx 974.21 9742.12 
D2 AO l000x 25.60 25600.80 
D2AO 100x 249.10 24910.45 
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Linear variables for hydrodynamic characterization experiments - 4-bladed radial disc 
impeller. 
Variable Meaning I 
i 
T 0.108 m Tank Diameter (L,H, W) i 
i 
D 0.078 m Impeller Diameter 
I H 0.108 m Liquid Depth 
! 
C lmm Impeller Height Above Tank Bottom 
I S nJa Pitch of the Impeller 
I 
L i 0.108m Length ofImpeller Blade 
.-. . __ ._--_._-
I W 4mm Width ofImpeller Blade 
~--J .. - .. -
nJa Baffle Width 
B 4 Number of Blades on Impeller 
I r-- R nJa Number of Baffles I 
Linear variables for hydrodynamic characterization experiments - Rushton turbine. 
Variable Meaning 
, T 0.108m Tank Diameter (L,H,W) 
I 
I 
D 0.078m Impeller Diameter 
I H 0.108m Liquid Depth 
i 
i i 
C lmm Impeller Height Above Tank Bottom • 
. ..~ 
S nJa Pitch of the Impeller I 
L 0.108 m Length ofImpeller Blade I 
W 4mm Width of Impeller Blade 
J nJa Baffle Width 
! B 6 Number of Blades on Impeller 
i 
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Experimental data for 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
Impeller rpm PMR900 PMR 1000 PM~ 1100 PMR 1200 I PMR1300 
Mass initial kg 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.4331 0.433 
Mass end kg 0.373 0.367 0.352 0.3431 0.319 
Mass diff. 0.060 0.066 0.081 0.090 0.114 
9 9.810 9.810 9.810 9.810 9.81() 
F- N 0.589 0.647 0.795 0.883 1.118 
Distance m 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 
Torque Nm 0.029 0.032 0.040 0.044 .. ~ 
RPM rpm 000.000 1000.000 1100.000 1200.000 1300]iijij 
pz watt 2.763 3.3n 4.558 5.525 7.582 
Vz m3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
PN kw/m3 2.228 2.723 3.676 4.581 6.934 
TIS calcs 
Diameter mm 78.000 78.000 78.000 78.000 "78:000 
-" m 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 
Tlpspeed m/s 3.676 4.084 4.492 4.901 5:-300 
Experimental data for Rushton turbine impeller. 
Impeller rpm Rushton 791 Rushton 828 Rushton 910 Rushton 968 Rushton 1049 
Mass initial kg 0.438 0.438 0.438 0.438 0.438 
Mass end kg 0.371 0.359 0.341 0.329 0.200 
Mass diff. 0.067 0.079 0.097 0.109 0.140 
g 9.810 9.810 9.810 9.810 9.810 
F- N 0.657 0.775 0.952 1.069 1.373 
Distance m 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.05d 
Torque Nm 0.033 0.039 0.047 0.053 0:068 
RPM rpm 791.000 828.000 910.000 968.000 1049.000 
p. watt 2.711 3.346 4.516 5.398 7.513 
v- m3 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
PN kw/m3 2.187 2.699 3.642 4.475 6.871 
~Difference to PPJ 1.86% 0.89% 0.93% 2.30% 0.90% 
I 
TIS calcs 
.. ~ Diameter mm 78.000 78.000 78.000 78.000 
m 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.07a 
•. -











Volumetric mass transfer calculations for 4-bladed radial disc impeller. 
IlTf)eierrpm iPI't'R900 iPNR1000 PMR1100 PMR1200 'PMR1300 
Pel alrroI 106.4 106.4 106.4 106.4 106.4 
















ppm f-- 0 0 0 0 0 
!!!?I!IIQ --_ .. -_ .. 0
1 
.- .... ~:.- ..... __ .. __ .Qf-. _. ·-·~-i------.JJ 
ppm 36935.47 1 36342.70366ffi== ...:.;10"+-+_--'==-:=l_1-____ ~=""'j 
all 3694L- f--__ :36.34c-- ___ .... -,36= .. 66'0,,+-_+ __ . __ 





frome< 00331 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.033 
I 
ppm 1652.761 1433.00 1389.86 1432.3i 
1.39 2~ 
13.06 13.46 
1.46 1.43 1 all 1.65 
15.53 13.90 13.47 rmVrn3 
all 36.94 36.34 36.66 36.57 36.71 
rmVrn3 347.07' 341.50 344.44 343.62 .~ 
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Volumetric mass transfer calculations for Rushton turbine. 
t.1i~rlo()l rri 12401 ... 124Q 1240 1240 1240 
,Mixer Io()I rrt3 0.00124 0.00124 0.00124 0.00124 0.00124 
i 
!VeffeclNe m 969.455 969.455 958.182 1240.000 913.091 
Veffectl\e~ rrt3 1 
i~-" -.- O.~ - ~.-9000969 _~ 0·0009513 1-~ ___ QmJ24O ()~ 
IRes~ 16800; 16.800 16.604 21.488 15.823 9tota1n ~~~~~r-
5.nE-05 5.nE-05 5.nE-05 
I---r-~.....§:Cl5i ...... -
I Clotal 9.62E-07 9.62E-07 9.62E-07 9.62E-07 
, , I 
~ .. rn3/s 2. 16E-071 2. 16E-OI - r-~~6E...::QI r-- 2. 16E-07 2. 16E-07 ..... -~. 
CaQin loom 0 1 0 0 0 0 
'CaQin IrmVrrt3 0 0 0 0 0 
!caqout 1 ppm 34780.00 35794.00 36846.00 37259.00 37361.00 
lCaQOut [gfl 34.78 35.79 36.85 37.26 37.36 
~ rmVf!I3~ 326,82 336.35 346.23 35012 35107 
i 
10 frome< 0.033 0.033 0.033 0,033 0.033 
1636:00 
-
--~1515.00 --Corg out I ppm 1730.00 1473.00 1450,00 
Corn out lafl 1.73 1.64 1.52 1,47 1,45 




34.78 35.79 36.85 37.26 37.36 
CaQOut 326.82 336.35 346.23 350.12 351.07 
f-- I .... ... ~ 
lH 7.07249E-051 7.27861 E-05 7.49258E-05 0.000075766 7.59721 E-05 
RH 0.005301 0.00414 0.00269 0,00222 0.00186 
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Residence Time Distribution CRTD) for 4-bladed radial disc impeDer at 1000 RPM. 
N1z 
tE(t) 
N - 30 Integration integration 
Time C(t) h = (150-0)/30 = 5 5 minute E(t) - Clt)!_ea TIme h = (180-0 5 minute 
(minutes) Mg h :; interval Interval E(t) (minutes) tE(t) Int. interval 
0 0.702 1 1.32 0.04 0 0.000 1 0.00 
5 0.561 3 3.16 0 .04 5 0.177 3 1 .00 
10 0.448 3 2.52 0 .03 10 0.283 3 1.59 
15 0.361 2 1.35 0.02 15 0.342 2 1.28 
20 0 .285 3 1.60 0 .02 20 0.360 3 2 .02 
25 0.223 3 1.25 0 .01 25 0.352 3 1.98 
30 0.182 2 0.68 0.01 30 0.345 2 1.29 
35 0.148 3 0.83 0.01 35 0.327 3 1.84 
40 0 .115 3 0.65 0 .01 40 0.291 3 1.63 
45 0.096 2 0.36 0 .01 45 0.273 2 1.02 
50 0.079 3 0.44 0.00 50 0.249 3 1.40 
55 0 .060 3 0.34 0.00 55 0 .208 3 1.17 
60 0.050 1 0.09 0.00 60 0.189 1 0.36 
60 0.050 1 0.19 0.00 60 0.189 1 0 .71 
70 0.039 3 0.44 0.00 70 0.172 3 1.94 
80 0.032 3 0.36 0.00 80 0.162 3 1.82 
90 0.012 2 0.09 0.00 90 0.068 2 0 .51 
100 0.008 3 0.09 0.00 100 0.051 3 0 .57 
110 0.005 3 0.06 0 .00 110 0.035 3 0.39 
120 0.003 1 0.01 0.00 120 0 .023 1 0.00 
Integr. S'lnterval: 15.83 mean res. time: 22.622 minutes 
Time -C(t)/a h • (20-0)14 - 5 0-20 E(t) Time E(t) • C(t)/area ~ 0-25 E(t) 
(minutes) E(t) h = Interval integrate (minutes) E(t) nt. integrate 
0 0.04 1 0 .0739 0 0.04 1 0.0739 
5 0.04 4 0.2362 5 0.04 4 0.2362 
10 0.03 2 0 .0943 10 0.03 2 0.0043 
15 0.02 4 0.1520 15 0.02 4 0.1520 
20 0.02 1 0.0300 20 0.02 2 0.0600 
0-60 integrate: 0.5864 25 0.01 4 0 .0039 
58.64% 30 0.01 1 0.0192 
0-60 Integrate : 0.7294 
I 72.94% 
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N= 30 integration integration 
Time C(t) h = (150-0)130 = 5 5 minute E{I) s ql)/area Time h=(180-0 5 minute 
(minutes) Mg h = n1erval Interval E(t) (minutes) tE(t) """ interval 0 0.755 1 1.42 0.04 0 0.000 1 0.00 
5 0.616 3 3.47 0.04 5 0.176 3 0.99 
10 0.494 3 2.78 0.03 10 0.283 3 1.59 
15 0.401 2 1.50 0.02 15 0.344 2 1.29 
20 0.323 3 1.82 0.02 20 0.370 3 2.08 
25 0.259 3 1.46 0.01 25 0.370 3 2.08 
30 0.209 2 0.78 0.Q1 30 0.359 2 1.35 
35 0.170 3 0.96 0.Q1 35 0.340 3 1.91 
40 0.134 3 0.75 0.01 40 0.307 3 1.72 
45 0.111 2 0.42 0.01 45 0.286 2 1.07 
50 0.081 3 0.46 0.00 50 0.232 3 1.30 
55 0.065 3 0.37 0.00 55 0.205 3 1.15 
60 0.050 1 0.09 0.00 60 0.172 1 0.32 
60 0.050 1 0.19 0.00 60 0.172 1 0.64 
70 0.033 3 0.37 0.00 70 0.132 3 1.49 
80 0.027 3 0.30 0.00 80 0.124 3 1.39 
90 0.018 2 0.14 0.00 90 0.093 2 0.70 
100 0.015 3 0.17 0.00 100 0.086 3 0.97 
110 0.004 3 0.05 0.00 110 0.025 3 0.28 
120 0.002 1 0.01 0.00 120 0.014 1 0.05 
Inlegr. 5' Interval: 17.48 mean res. time: 22.380 minutes 
Time = C(I)/a h = (20-0)/4 = 5 0-20 E(t) Time E{I) • C(I)/area ~~ 0-25 E(t) 
(minutes) E(t) h = Inlerval integrate (minutes) E(t) nt. integrate 
0 0.04 1 0.0720 0 0.04 1 0.0720 
5 0.04 4 0.2349 5 0.04 4 0.2349 
10 0.03 2 0.0942 10 0.03 2 0.0942 
15 0.02 4 0.1529 15 0.02 4 0.1529 
20 0.02 1 0.0308 20 0.02 2 0.0616 
()..60 integrate: 0.6848 25 0.01 4 0 .0988 
58.48% 30 0.01 1 0.0199 
()..6() Integrate: 0.7343 
73.43% 
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J= 
tE(t) 
N= 30 integration integration 
Time C(t) h = (150-0)130 = 5 S minute Ell) = C(1)larea Time h = (180-0 Sminute 
(minutes) Mg h = i'l1erval interval E(t) (minutes) tE(t) int. Interval 
0 0.741 1 1.39 0.05 0 0.000 1 0.00 
5 0.585 3 3.29 0.04 5 0.202 3 1.14 
10 0.454 3 2.55 0.03 10 0.314 3 1.77 
15 0.370 2 1.39 0.03 15 0.384 2 1.44 
20 0.270 3 1.52 0.02 20 0.374 3 2.10 
25 0.201 3 1.13 0.01 25 0.348 3 1.96 
30 0.153 2 0.57 0.01 30 0.318 2 1.19 
35 0.119 3 0.67 0.01 35 0.288 3 1.62 
40 0.095 3 0.53 0.01 40 0.263 3 1.48 
45 0.070 2 0.26 0.00 45 0.218 2 0.82 
50 0.053 3 0.30 0.00 50 0.183 3 1.03 
55 0.048 3 0.27 0.00 55 0.183 3 1.03 
60 0.034 1 0.06 0.00 60 0.141 1 0.26 
60 0.034 1 0.13 0.00 60 0.141 1 0.53 
70 0.022 3 0.25 0.00 70 0.107 3 1.20 
80 0.007 3 0.08 0.00 80 0.039 3 0.44 
90 0.004 2 0.03 0.00 90 0.025 2 0.19 
100 0.001 3 0.01 0.00 100 0.007 3 0.08 
110 0.001 3 0.01 0.00 110 0.008 3 0.09 
120 0.000 1 0.00 0.00 120 0.000 1 0.00 
Integr. S' Interval: 14.45 mean res. time: 18.354 minutes 
Time .C(I)/a h • (20-0)/4 • 5 0-20 E(t) Time Ell) = C(1)larea O~ 0-25 E(t) 
(minutes) E(t) h =Inlerval integrate (minutes) E(t) nl. integrate 
0 0.05 1 0.0855 0 0.05 1 0.0855 
5 0.04 4 0.2699 5 0.04 4 0.2699 
10 0.03 2 0.1047 10 0.03 2 0.1047 
15 0.03 4 0.1707 15 0.03 4 0.1707 
20 0.02 1 0.0311 20 0.02 2 0.0623 
~ integrate: 0.6620 25 0.01 4 0.0927 
66.20"/. 30 0.01 1 0.0176 
().6() integrate: 0.8035 
I 80.36% 
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